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The purpose of this study was to clarify the relation-

ships between the performances, constraints, and problems

identified by the respondents and the inclusion of each of

three types of passive solar system: direct gain, Trombe wall,

or greenhouse, into the design. The objectives of this study

were: 1) to describe the respondents and their houses, 2) to

determine whether or not there were relationships between

performances and types of passive solar system, 3) to determine

whether or not there were relationships between constraints

and types of passive solar system, and 4) to determine whether

or not there were relationships between problems and types of

passive solar system. To determine the relationships, hypo-

theses were tested.

The data for the analyses were obtained from a survey,

"Post Occupancy Evaluation of Passive Solar Homes in Oregon."

In June 1982, mail questionnaires were sent to the sample of

154, selected from a list of applicants for residential passive
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solar tax credits from Oregon Department of Energy. The Mann-

Whitney test was utilized to test relationships between

performances and types of passive solar system and between

constraints and types of passive solar system. The t-test

was employed to determine whether there were relationships

between overall performances and types of passive solar system

and between overall constraints and types of passive solar

system. The chi-square statistical test was used to determine

whether there were relationships between problems and types

of passive solar system.

Frequency distributions were utilized to develop descrip-

tions of respondents and their houses. Respondents were

characterized as males, median age of 41 years, four-year

college graduates, with a median gross family income in the

category of $30,000 through $39,999. The respondents lived

in houses characterized as detached single family with a

combination of direct gain and greenhouse passive solar systems

with concrete heat storage and a size in the category of 1500

through 1999 square feet. The majority of houses were located

outside city limits and sited true south, while the median

number of rooms in houses was six. There were significant

(p<.05) differences in the occurrences of problems with: 1)

coverings for sloped windows (p..0062), 2) excessive glare

(1)=.0469), and 3) excessive humidity (p..0371) between

greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses. Although few respond-

ents reported these three problems, greenhouse respondents



had more problems with 1) coverings for sloped windows and

2) excessive humidity while non - greenhouse respondents had

more of a problem with excessive glare.

This study investigated relationships between perform-

ances, constraints, and problems and types of passive solar

system. The description of the respondents and their houses

and the null hypotheses findings will be very important for

educators and researchers concerned with housing, profes-

sionals in the housing industry, current and future occupants

of solar houses, and politicians when they consider laws

affecting housing programs. For example, the finding that

greenhouse respondents had more problems with coverings for

sloped windows and excessive humidity while non-greenhouse

respondents had more of a problem with excessive glare will

be especially important for architects and builders to know

as they explore ways to improve the design of solar housing.
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Performances, Constraints, and Problems
Related to Three Residential Solar Systems

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement

In the United States, more than 60,000 passive solar

houses have been built (Sachs, 1982). However, much has

been said and written about the mystique of living in a

passive solar house (Balcomb, 1980). Very little is presently

known about how individuals adapt to passive solar energy

systems (Labay and Kinnear, 1981).

Holland (1982) reported that there had been only a few

post occupancy evaluations of passive solar houses before the

Solar Energy Research Institute (S.E.R.I.) began a residential

monitoring program for the Depertment of Energy (D.O.E.) in

the summer of 1980. By using a post occupancy evaluation,

which is Class C data or non-instrumented data, it is less

costly to collect data. Thus, a large data base can be

collected, and aggregate responses can be used to look at

users' overall evaluations of the houses (Brandt, Herron and

Hogue, 1984; Holland, 1982; Sachs, 1982).

Previous researchers who have used Class C data have

reported that passive solar house respondents have been very

satisfied (Brandt et al., 1984; Hogue, 1984; Holland, 1982;
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Sachs, 1982). While relatively few problems have been reported,

those who live in passive solar houses would report specific

concerns when asked to do so, despite overall satisfaction with

performance. The most frequently reported problems have been

related to window areas (Brandt et al., 1984). It is possible

that the type of problem reported relates to the specific type

of passive solar system employed. For example, the respondents

who lived in houses with greenhouses or other solar system

types combined with greenhouses may have had problems with

windows because the greenhouse method requires three times as

much glazing area and common wall area as the direct gain

mehtod (Mazria, 1979).

It is meaningful to analyze the performances, constraints,

and problems by categorized types of passive solar houses, such

as direct gain, Trombe wall, and greenhouse. The major hypo

thetical question is the following: If one of the types of

passive solar systems were a part of a house, would it affect

the performances, constraints and/or the problems experienced?

Previous researchers have not clarified this problem (Labay

and Kinnear, 1981).

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to clarify the relationships

between the performances, constraints, and problems identified

by the respondents and the inclusion of each of three types of

systems: direct gain, Trombe wall, or greenhouse, into the

design. The findings of this study will be useful to educators
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and researchers concerned with housing, professionals in the

housing industry, current and future occupants of solar houses,

and politicians when they consider laws affecting housing

programs.

Objectives

Objectives of this study were 1) to describe the respond-

ents and their houses, 2) to determine whether or not there

are relationships between performances and type of passive

solar system, 3) to determine whether or not there are relation-

ships between constraints and type of passive solar system,

and 4) to determine whether or not there are relationships

between problems and type of passive solar system.

Null Hypotheses

When the direct gain method is designed into a house, the

performance of:

Hol: effort and time required,

H02: energy savings,

H03: general maintenance requirements,

H04: internal noise level,

H05: comfort level,

H06: heat distribution,

H07: mechanical components,

H08: humidity control,

H09: cooling distribution, and

H010: overall performances
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does not significantly differ from that in houses designed

with other types of solar systems.

When the Trombe wall method is designed into a house, the

performance of:

H011: effort and time required,

H012: energy savings,

H013: general maintenance requirements,

H014: internal noise level,

H015: comfort level,

H016: heat distribution,

H017: mechanical components,

H018: humidity control,

H019: cooling distribution, and

H020: overall performances

does not significantly differ from that in houses designed

with other types of solar systems.

When the greenhouse method is designed into a house, the

performance of:

H021: effort and time required,

H022: energy savings,

H023: general maintenance requirements,

H024: internal noise level,

H025: comfort level,

H026: heat distribution,

H
o
27: mechanical components,

H028: humidity control,
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H029: cooling distribution, and

Ho 30: overall performances

does not significantly differ from that in houses designed

with other types of solar systems.

When the direct gain method is designed into a house, the

constraints of:

H031: interior decorating,

H032: floorplan,

H033: exterior design of house, and

H034: overall constraints

does not significantly differ from that in houses designed

with other types of solar systems.

When the Trombe wall method is designed into a house, the

constraints of:

H035: interior decorating,

H036: floorplan,

H037: exterior design of house, and

H038: overall constraints

does not significantly differ from that in houses designed

with other types of solar systems.

When the greenhouse method is designed into a house, the

constraints of:

H039: interior decorating,

H040: floorplan,

H041: exterior design of house, and
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H042: overall constraints

does not significantly differ from that in houses designed

with other types of solar systems.

When the direct gain method is designed into a house, the

occurrence of a problem with:

H043: high windows or other glass areas cleaned,

H044: inadequate shading by deciduous trees,

H045: condensation on windows,

H046: inadequate movement of heat,

H047: not warm enough,

H048: extreme temperature swings,

H049: coverings for sloped windows,

H050: manual use of movable window insulation,

H051: fading of furniture, walls, or coverings,

H052: inadequate weatherstripping or caulking,

H053: excessive heat loss through aluminum windows

H054: excessive glare,

H055: high noise level,

H056: rooms cool down too fast,

H057: excessive humidity,

H058: lack of privacy, and

H059: overheating

does not significantly differ from that in houses designed

with other types of solar systems.

When the Trombe wall method is designed into a house, the

occurrence of a problem with:
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H060: high windows or other glass areas cleaned,

H061: inadequate shading by deciduous trees,

H062: condensation on windows,

H063: inadequate movement of heat,

H064: not warm enough,

H065: extreme temperature swings,

H066: coverings for sloped windows,

H067: manual use of movable window insulation,

H068: fading of furniture, walls or coverings,

H069: inadequate weatherstripping or caulking,

H070: excessive heat loss through aluminum windows,

H071: excessive glare,

H072: high noise level,

H073: rooms cool down too fast,

H074: excessive humidity,

H075: lack of privacy, and

H076: overheating

does not significantly differ from that in houses designed

with other types of solar systems.

When the greenhouse method is designed into a house, the

occurrence of a problem with:

H077: high windows or other glass areas cleaned,

H078: inadequate shading by deciduous trees,

H079: condensation on windows,

H080: inadequate movement of heat,

H081: not warm enough,
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H082: extreme temperature swings,

H083: coverings for sloped windows,

H084: manual use of movable window insulation,

H085: fading of furniture, walls, or coverings,

H086: inadequate weatherstripping or caulking,

H087: excessive heat loss through aluminum windows,

H088: excessive glare,

H089: high noise level,

H090: rooms cool down too fast,

H091: excessive humidity,

H092: lack of privacy, and

H093: overheating

does not significantly differ from that in houses designed

with other types of solar systems.

Assumptions

Assumptions of this study are as follows:

1. The sample is representative of passive solar

houses in Oregon.

2. The information provided by the sample respondents

is complete and accurate.

3. Any systematic bias does not exist in the way

respondents answered the questionnaire.

Limitations

Limitations of the study are as follows:

1. This study was restricted to a sample of 93
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passive solar houses in Oregon.

2. It is ideal to analyze performances, constraints and

problems by each single type of passive solar system:

pure direct gain, pure Trombe wall, and pure green-

house, However, each system was not only one type of

passive solar heating method (e.g., pure direct gain

only) but also included combinations of other types

of passive solar heating methods (e.g., direct gain

included: 1) direct gain and Trombe wall; 2) direct

gain and greenhouse; 3) direct gain, Trombe wall,

and greenhouse) because of limited sample size (see

Definition of Terms and Figure 1).

Definition of Terms

The major independent variables were types of passive

solar system: direct gain vs. non-direct gain, Trombe wall vs.

non-Trombe wall, greenhouse vs. non-greenhouse. The major

dependent variables were performances, constraints, and prob-

lems. The definitions used for each of these variables as well

as definitions to additional terms used in this study follow:

1. Active solar system: a system which requires the

importation of energy from outside the immediate

environment: e.g., energy to operate fans and

pumps (Mazria, 1979).

2. Basic types of passive solar system: Three basic

types, in this study, include: direct gain (i.e.,
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direct gain only; direct gain and Trombe wall;

direct gain and greenhouse; direct gain, Trombe

wall, and greenhouse) vs. non-direct gain (ie

Trombe wall only; greenhouse only; Trombe wall and

greenhouse), Trombe wall (i.e., Trombe wall only;

Trombe wall and direct gain; Trombe wall and green-

house; Trombe wall, direct gain, and greenhouse)

vs. non-Trombe wall (i.e., direct gain only;

greenhouse only; direct gain and greenhouse),

greenhouse (i.e., greenhouse only; greenhouse and

direct gain; greenhouse and Trombe wall; green-

house, girect gain, and Trombe wall) vs. non-

greenhouse (i.e., direct gain only; Trombe wall

only; direct gain and Trombe wall) (see Figure 1).

3. Constraints: a restriction or particularity of

design of interior, exterior, or floorplan.

4. Direct gain: a passive solar heating method in

which sunlight enters a building through south-

facing windows and strikes a heavy building compo-

nent, such as a concrete floor slab or masonry wall,

which stores the solar heat; as the surrounding

air cools, the heat is slowly released to warm the

room (The Hawkweed Group, 1980).

5. Direct gain houses: houses which have a direct

gain type of passive solar system used alone or in

combination with Trombe wall and/or greenhouse system.
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6. Direct gain respondents: respondents whose houses

have a direct gain type of passive solar system;

includes those with direct gain system combined

with other system(s) (see Figure 1).

7. Greenhouse: a glazed space along the south wall or

roof of a building that traps solar heat, which is

transmitted to the interior of the building via

convection currents or fans (The Hawkweed Group,

1980).

8. Greenhouse houses: houses which have a greenhouse

type of passive solar system used alone or in combi-

nation with direct gain and/or Trombe wall system.

9. Greenhouse respondents: respondents whose houses

have a greenhouse type of passive solar system;

includes those with greenhouse system combined with

other system(s) (see Figure 1).

10. Non-direct gain: passive solar heating method which

does not include the direct gain method, such as

Trombe wall, greenhouse, and combination of Trombe

wall and greenhouse.

11. Non-direct gain houses: houses which do not have a

direct gain type of passive solar system.

12. Non-direct gain respondents: respondents whose

houses do not have direct gain type of passive solar

system but do have Trombe wall, greenhouse, or a

combination of Trombe wall and greenhouse.
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13. Non-greenhouse: passive solar heating method which

does not include the greenhouse method, such as

direct gain, Trombe wall, and combination of direct

gain and Trombe wall.

14. Non-greenhouse houses: houses which do not have a

greenhouse type of passive solar system.

15. Non-greenhouse respondents: respondents whose

houses do not have greenhouse type of passive solar

system but do have direct gain, Trombe wall, or a

combination of direct gain and Trombe wall.

16. Non-Trombe wall: passive solar heating method which

does not include the Trombe wall method, such as

direct gain, greenhouse, and combination of direct

gain and greenhouse.

17. Non-Trombe wall houses: houses which do not have a

Trombe wall type of passive solar system.

18. Non-Trombe wall respondents: respondents whose

houses do not have Trombe wall type of passive solar

system but do have direct gain, greenhouse, or a

combination of direct gain and greenhouse.

19. Passive solar system(s): the methods and techniques

used for gathering and conserving energy which

contain minimum mechanized parts and form an

integral part of the building's space enclosing

elements (Braden, 1977).

20. Performance: level or degree of comfort, convenience,
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or efficiency of the houses as identified by

respondents.

21. Problem: undesirable circumstance or situation,

and/or inconvenience of a particular part of the

house as identified by respondents.

22. Solar house respondents: respondents whose houses

have any type of passive solar system(s).

23. Trombe wall: a south facing wall of a building,

made of concrete, concrete block, brick, or stone

and covered on the outside with three separated

layers of glazing, or two layers and nighttime

insulation, that collects and stores solar heat;

the wall radiates heat into the building and

creates a flow of warm air that enters the building

through vents (The Hawkweed Group, 1980).

24. Trombe wall houses: houses which have a Trombe wall

type of passive solar system used alone or in combi-

nation with direct gain and/or greenhouse system.

25. Trombe wall respondents: respondents whose houses

have a Trombe wall type of passive solar system;

includes those with Trombe wall system combined with

other system(s) (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Three basic types of passive solar system.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Researchers have pointed out the necessity of investigat-

ing the mystique of living in passive solar houses (Balcomb,

1980; Labay and Kinnear, 1981). Some post occupancy evaluat-

ions, Class C data, of living in passive solar houses have

been completed (Brandt et al., 1984; Holland, 1982; Sachs,

1982; Sachs, Hamilton, Clough, and Alward, 1982).

The major topics discussed in this chapter have been

taken from previous studies and include the performances of

passive solar system(s), constraints of solar residences,

problems in solar houses, Class C level data, profile of

solar house respondents, profile of passive solar houses,

and theoretical framework.

Performances of Passive Solar Systems)

By using renewable energy and renewable materials in the

construction of houses, the sun can satisfy 80 to 90 percent

of annual spaceheating requirements (The Hawkweed Group,

1980). Thus, dependence upon fossil fuels can be reduced.

Effort and Time Required

Katz (1983) has reported that 93 percent of solar house

respondents felt that their passive systems performances

either met or exceeded the heating contributions which had

been expected. However, there were some complaints. Some
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respondents have reported the inconvenience of waking to a

cold house in the morning and having to wait for the auxiliary

system, especially a wood stove, to heat up the house (Case,

1983).

Energy Savings

Sachs (1982) has reported that the majority (78 percent)

of solar house respondents were very satisfied with the

perceived energy savings performed by passive solar system(s).

Other researchers have pointed out similar respondent satis-

faction with passive solar system energy savings (Appleyard,

1983; Case, 1983; Katz, 1983; Reichelderfer, 1983; Sachs, 1982;

Sachs et al., 1982; Zentner, 1983a).

General Maintenance Requirements

Appleyard (1983) has reported that solar house respondents

were cleaning their windows about once per year, the same as

non-solar homes. Wood stoves, on the other hand, require more

frequent care. Since an airtight wood stove is an excellent

backup heating system for a solar house (Mazria, 1979; The

Hawkweed Group, 1980), many wood stoves are included in solar

houses (Mazria, 1979; Sachs, 1982; The Hawkweed Group, 1980).

Case (1983) has pointed out that the mess caused by carrying

and burning wood, removing ashes, cleaning the stove, and

cleaning the chimney flue was a common complaint.

Internal Noise Level

To distribute warm or cool air among rooms, an open
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floorplan is desirable (Mazria, 1979; The Hawkweed Group,

1980). Case (1983) has reported that an open floorplan

could possibly result in activity and noise conflict because

of different activities occurring at the same time.

Comfort Level

Researchers have reported that the majority (more than

70 percent) of solar house respondents have been very satis-

fied with the comfortable environment created by passive solar

system(s) (Appleyard, 1983; Case, 1983; Katz, 1983;

Reichelderfer, 1983; Sachs, 1982; Sachs et al., 1982;

Zentner, 1983a). The average indoor temperature reported by

Sachs et al. (1982) was 65.5°F (18.6°C), average daytime

temperature 68.1°F (20.1°C) and average nighttime temperature

63.1°F (17.3°C).

Heat Distribution

According to Case (1983), solar house respondents have

reported that first floor bedroom and studys (not opened to

heated living space) have also been acceptably comfortable.

However, Zentner (1983a) has reported that one of the respond-

ents complained that some parts of the house were extremely

cold in the winter and too hot in the summer.

Mechanical Components

Reichelderfer (1983) reported that some respondents had

mechanical problems with fans that were too noisy or with

mechanical systems which did not work at all.
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Humidity Control

Sachs (1982) found that 12 percent of the solar house

respondents reported a problem with excessive humidity.

Cooling Distribution

Cooling passive solar houses can be accomplished by use

of wind and shading, even when high temperatures and high

humidity combine to provide weather conditions above the

comfort range (The Hawkweed Group, 1980). Zentner (1983a)

reported no cooling problem in summer time because the

solarium maintained its present temperature of 76 degrees

on 90 plus degree days. Sachs et al. (1982) reported that

78 percent of the sites were classified as being primarily

cooled by direct convection cooling (e.g. windows or vents)

and 11 percent had shading classified as the dominant passive

cooling mechanism.

Constraints of Solar Residences

Constraints of design, interior decorating, floorplan,

and exterior design of house, have been reported by previous

researchers.

Interior Decorating

There are some constraints of interior decorating when

a passive solar house is designed (Mazria, 1979; The Hawkweed

Group, 1980). Since floors or walls which face south are

used for thermal mass storage, they should be made of concrete,

tile, brick, stone, or other masonry (Mazria, 1979; The
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Hawkweed Group, 1980; Watson, 1977). The floors or walls

where the sun directly strikes should not be covered with

carpeting, since this would interfere with the heat storage

process (The Hawkweed Group, 1980). It is recommended that

dark colors be chosen for floors or walls because the dark

color absorbs sun rays better than light colors (Mazria, 1979;

The Hawkweed Group, 1980). Although there are some con-

straints of interior design, Sachs (1982) reported that

solar house respondents were very pleased with the interior

design.

Floorplan

Passive solar houses have a constraint of floorplan.

In order to allow warm or cool air to flow among rooms,

relatively open floorplans must be designed (Case, 1983;

The Hawkweed Group, 1980). In an open floorplan, the

possibility of activity conflict among family members occurs

because individual family members are found reading the

newspaper or a magazine, sewing, playing board games, sitting

by the stove, or watching TV all at the same time in the same

space (Case, 1983). However, dens or family rooms may reduce

the possibility of activity conflict (Case, 1983).

Exterior Design of House

The exterior of a direct gain house looks very much like

popular or ordinary houses (The Hawkweed Group, 1980).

Trombe wall houses, however, look a little different from

conventional type houses because the south walls of Trombe
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wall houses should be made of dark-color-painted concrete or

other masonry which are covered with two or three layers of

glazing (The Hawkweed Group, 1980). A greenhouse is a glazed

space along the south wall or roof of a house that traps the

heat of the sun and transmits it to the inside of the house

(The Hawkweed Group, 1980). Sachs (1982) and Zentner (1983a)

reported that solar house respondents were very pleased with

the exterior design of their houses.

Problems of Solar Houses

Several researchers reported problems with passive solar

houses. While the degree or frequency of problems was not

felt to be very serious or uncomfortable (Sachs, 1982), the

problems reported by five researchers are summarized in

Table 1. A majority of these researchers have reported

problems of fading of furniture, walls or coverings,

excessive glare, and overheating.

Class C Level Data

Class C is one of three levels of passive solar perform-

ance evaluation which has been carried out as part of a

systematic national effort sponsored by the Department of

Energy (D.O.E.) (Sachs et al., 1982). According to Sachs

(1982), Class A is the highest level of data instrumentation

and accuracy. Data to validate computer models and to answer

the question of why a particular system works and how its

separate design elements contribute to the performance of
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Table 1. Problems of solar houses reported by five researchers.

Problems

Researchers

Appleyard Katz Reicneiderfer Sachs Zentner

(1983) (1983) (1983) (1982) (1983 a,b)

N* N=27 N=10 N=335 N=28

(%) (%) (7) (%) (%)

High window or other

glass areas cleaned 23

Inadequate shading by

deciduous trees

Condensation on window >30 20 0 (a)

Inadequate movement

of heat 3.6 (a)

Not warm enough 12 3.6 (a)

Extreme temperature

swings 0 11

Coverings for sloped

windows >33

Manual use of movable

window insulation 12

Fading of furniture,

walk, or coverings 1 raGo. >33 14

Inadequate weather-

stripping or caulking 14

Excessive heat loss

through aluminuaudndows

Excessive glare 20 >30 16 25 (b)

High noise level

Rooms cool down too

fast >20 12

Excessive humidity 15 11 (b)

Lack of privacy 0

Overheating Irony >30 45

*N not given.
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the whole can be provided. 'the next level, a more moderate

level of instrumentation, is Class B data (Sachs et al.,

1982). "Class B determines how well a particular system

works--what energy savings can be attributed to the passive

features in a specific time frame" (Sachs et al., 1982, p. 110).

The collection of Class C level data can be done by a mail

survey and does not require any instrumentation (Brandt et

al., 1984; Hogue, 1984; Sachs et al., 1982; Sachs, 1982).

Thus, a large data base can be provided through a relatively

simplisitic and low cost data collection method. "A large

data base is the only practical basis from which to draw

conclusions about such factors as the relative performance

of several systems under different climate or use conditions,

or about the average performance of passive solar building

in general" (Sachs, 1982, p. 110). Non-instrumented data are

useful in the aggregate, even though the individual building

information may not be as precise or as scientifically

accurate as that supplied by evaluations using instruments

(Sachs, 1982). Therefore, Class A, B, and C level data provide

three very different methods for passive solar analyses.

Profile of Solar House Respondents

Previous researchers reported that passive solar house

respondents were relatively young, 45 years or younger (Labay

and Kinnear, 1981; Reichelderfer, 1983; Sachs, 1982; Zentner,

1983a) and divided equally between males and females (McKown

and Felter, 1983; Reichelderfer, 1983; Zentner, 1983a).
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Previous researchers also pointed out that solar house respond-

ents were well educated (Katz, 1983; Labay and Kinnear, 1983;

McKown and Felter, 1983; Reichelderfer, 1983; Sachs, 1982;

Zentner, 1983a), and homeowners (Katz, 1983; McKown and

Felter, 1983; Reichelderfer, 1983; Reichmuth and Lambert,

1980; Sachs, 1982; Zentner, 1983a). They lived in small house-

holds of three persons (McKown and Felter, 1983; Reichmuth

and Lambert, 1980; Reichelderfer 1983; Zentner, 1983a) and

had higher incomes compared to other homeowners (Sachs, 1982).

According to McKown and Felter (1983), homeowners in the

United States had a median income of $17,640 in 1978. Previous

researchers reported that solar house respondents had a median

income of $20,410 (Labay and Kinnear, 1981) and a mean income

of $30,000 (Sachs, 1982).

Profile of Passive Solar Houses

The profiles of passive solar houses by previous

researchers have included types of passive solar system,

structure, and square footage.

Type(s) of Passive Solar System

The direct gain method has been the most common type of

passive solar system reported (Katz, 1983; Sachs et al.,

1982). However, many combinations of systems have been

designed into houses (Katz, 1983).

Structure

The majority of houses have been detached dwellings
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(Sachs, 1982; Sachs et al., 1982). The most common heat

storage material has been masonry floors or walls

(Reichelderfer, 1983; Sachs, 1982).

Square Footage

The houses have been slightly larger than comparable new

houses, with an average heated floor area of 2136 square feet

(Sachs, 1982; Sachs et al., 1982). According to Katz (1983),

the majority of houses had between 1500 and 3000 square feet

of floor space.

Theoretical Framework

Because of the particularity of the study, no theoretical

models created by previous researchers were suitable to this

study. Therefore, the Causal Model of Hypothesized Influences

on Performances, Constraints, and Problems of Passive Solar

System was created.

Hypothesized Causal Model

The Causal Model of Hypothesized Influences on Perform-

ances, Constraints, and Problems of the Passive Solar System

was created by the researcher (see Figure 2). In the causal

diagram, performance, constraint, and problem relationships

between type(s) of passive solar system, environments,

individual's selection of the type(s) of passive solar system,

and sources of information on passive solar house are shown.

In this study, possible relationships between independent

variables, type(s) of system, and dependent variables,



Figure 2. The causal model of hypothesized influences on
performances, constraints, and problems of
passive solar system.
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performances, constraints, and problems with passive solar

system, have been examined.

Performances, constraints, and problems with passive

solar systems have been reported by several researchers

(Appleyard, 1983; Balcomb, 1980; Case, 1983; Katz, 1983;

McKown and Felter, 1983; Reichelderfer, 1983; Sachs, 1982;

Sachs et al., 1982; Zentner, 1983, in press-a, in press-b).

Several researchers have reported that solar respondents

were very satisfied with their passive solar systems' perform-

ances, such as energy saving and comfortable internal

environment (Appleyard, 1983; Balcomb, 1980; Case, 1983;

Katz, 1983; Reichelderfer, 1983; Sachs, 1982; Zentner, 1983a).

They have also reported that respondents were very satisfied

with exterior and interior designs (Sachs, 1982; Zentner,

1983, in press -a, in press-b) and that the major problem was

overheating (Sachs, 1982).

In this study, relationships between types of system

and performances constraints, and problems were examined.

Types of system include direct gain, Trombe wall, greenhouse,

direct gain and Trombe wall, direct gain and greenhouse,

Trombe wall and greenhouse, and direct gain and Trombe wall

and greenhouse.

Althrough relationships between an individual's select-

ion of the type(s) of passive solar system, types of system,

sources of information on passive solar houses, and environ-

ments were not targeted in this study, the relationships

between these variables were hypothetically illustrated to
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clarify potential relationships between the variables (see

Figure 2).

Environments may influence individual's selection of

the type(s) of passive solar system, because different

residential designs have been developed for different cli-

matic conditions and for different solar systems (The ATA

Research Corporation, 1976). "Each design, therefore, is

responsive to a unique problem (design) context made up of

three variables: dwelling type, climatic region, and solar

system" (The ATA Research Corporation, 1976, p. 97).

Environments can be categorized as rural and urban areas

(The Hawkweed Group, 1980). Climatic factors consist of

three levels of climate such as macroclimate, mesoclimate,

and microclimate (The Hawkweed Group, 1980). The character-

istics of three climates are listed in Figure 2. In cli-

matic factors, the microclimate and mesoclimate can be

manipulated by individuals (The Hawkweed Group, 1980; Hill,

1979). The other factors of environments are man-made

elements such as access, utilities, industry, public

services, and neighbors (The Hawkweed Group, 1980).

Sources of the information on passive solar houses may

influence an individual's selection of the type(s) of passive

solar system. Hogue (1984) has analyzed relationships

between sources of information on passive solar houses and

solar house occupants' housing satisfaction. She found

several significant (p<.05) relationships between these two

variables.
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All hypotheses (p. 3) were covered by the model. The

items on the questionnaire which were utilized as the

variables in the model are summarized in Appendix A.

Remaining items from the questionnaire are summarized in

Appendix B. These questions were determined by experts to

be important and comprehensively cover the two indicated

variables.
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CHAPTER DI

METHODOLOGY

The data for this analysis were obtained from a survey,

"Post Occupancy Evaluation of Passive Solar Homes in Oregon,"

conducted by Jeanette A. Brandt, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,

Oregon State University and Carol C. Herron, Energy Management

Consultant, American Enershare, Incorporated. The research

was funded through an Energy Seed Grant from Portland Community

College in December 1981. The de.scription of the questionnaire,

sample selection, data collection, validity, and statistical

analyses are discussed in this chapter.

Description of the Questionnaire

The questionnaire was developed from previous research

done in passive solar post occupancy evaluation and in

housing in general. Considerable evaluation of the question-

naire was done by three architects who specialize in the

design of energy efficient and passive solar housing. To

create unbiased questions, the faculty of the Oregon State

University Survey Research Center were utilized. The

questionnaire was pilot tested with ten persons including

owner-occupants of passive solar houses, extension agents,

university faculty, and community college research staff;

however, the ten persons were not part of the sample.

After further revisions, the eight page questionnaires were

mailed to the selected passive solar house occupants.
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Sample Selection

The sample was obtained from the Oregon Department of

Energy and consisted of 154 applicants for residential 77==f-

passive solar tax credits who had indicated that they would

be willing to be surveyed. For the applicants to be included

in the survey, their houses needed to be new construction

and not solar additions, a passive solar system added to an

existing house.

Data Collection

The data were collected using a modified Dillman (1978)

method for mail surveys. The first questionnaires were

mailed to the sample of 154 on June 1, 1982. A letter of

introduction, questionnaire, and return envelope were

enclosed in the envelope. A follow-up postcard thanking

those who had returned questionnaires and asking those who

had not done so to return them was mailed one week following

the initial mailing. On June 28, 1982, a follow-up letter,

questionnaire, and return envelope were mailed to those from

whom there had been no response.

Validity of the Questionnaire

The questions utilized in this study met the objectives

of the project. Content validation of the questionnaire is

based on comprehensive coverage of the important areas related

to the topic being studied (Neale and Liebert, 1980).
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Content validation is a subjective and judgemental determi-

nation.

This research has been based on a survey of passive

solar house occupants in Oregon. The questionnaire was

developed by experts in the fields of housing and housing

energy. In the judgement of the experts, topics such as

motivation, design and construction, economics, specifi-

cations, performances, and satisfactions were comprehen-

sively covered by the items on the questionnaire (see

Appendices A and B). Therefore, based on the best profes-

sional judgement of experts, the content of the question-

naire was valid.

Statistical Analyses

The usable questionnaires were coded and key punched

onto computer cards at Milne Computer Center, Oregon State

University. Statistical analyses were completed at the

computer center and included the description of the sample

testing and null hypotheses testing.

Description of the Sample Testing

Descriptive statistics, frequency distributions, were

utilized to describe the respondents by age, sex, educational

level, tenure and number of persons in household, and income.

The houses have been described by type(s) of passive solar

system, structure, square footage, and location.
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Null Hypotheses Testing

Three inferential statistical tests were used in the

analyses: the Mann-Whitney test, the L-test, and the chi-

square test. The acceptance level for significance has been

p<.05, indicating that the probability of obtaining these

differences by chance alone is less than five percent.

For testing null hypotheses one through 42, except 10,

20, 30, 34, 38, and 42, the Mann-Whitney test was utilized

because of its appropriateness for analysis of ordinal scale

data (Norusis, 1982). The data for null hypotheses one

through 42, except 10, 20, 30, 34, 38, and 42, were ordinal

scale data which consist of four ranks. This test requires

neither assumptions about the shape of the underlying distri-

butions nor that the variable be measured on an interval

scale (Norusis, 1982). It tests whether the frequency distri-

butions for performances and constraints of direct gain,

Trombe wall, or greenhouse systems were the same as the

frequency distributions for the non-direct gain, non-Trombe

wall, or non-greenhouse performances and constraints.

The t-tests were employed to test null hypotheses 10, 20,

30, 34, 38, and 42 because of its appropriateness for analysis

of ordinal and normally distributed data. The t-test is the

analysis of difference between means (Norusis, 1982). The

t-test has provided a measure of difference between mean

performance scores and mean constraint scores by type(s) of

passive solar system.

The chi-square statistical tests were utilized to test
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null hypotheses 43 through 93. The chi-square test was used

to determine whether there was a difference in the number or

frequency of responses. The chi-square test was used because

of its appropriateness for analysis of nominal and ordinal

data (Norusis, 1982). The data for hypotheses 43 through 93

were nominal and ordinal. The chi-square test could be used

to determine whether the frequency distributions for specific

problems were similar or different in houses with a specific

type of passive solar system: direct gain vs. non-direct

gain, Trombe wall vs. non-Trombe wall, or greenhouse vs. non-

greenhouse.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

The sampling response rate, validity of the question-

naire, description of the sample, null hypotheses findings,

and discussion of findings are included in this chapter.

Sampling Response Rate

Out of 154 mailed questionnaires, 93 usable question-

naires were returned. Forty-one questionnaires were not

returned. The remaining 20 questionnaires were determined to

unusable: one was received where an active solar system was

used, two were returned too late to be included, four were

undeliverable, and 13 were received where passive solar

retrofits had been completed. The completion rate was 60.4

percent and was computed:

Returned and usable questionnairesCompletion Rate - X 100,Total number mailed

therefore,

Completion Rate
154
93 X 100 = 60.4 percent.

Description of the Sample

Descriptive statistics, frequency distributions, have

been used to describe the sample in two categories. These

categories include demographic characteristics of the

respondents and housing-related characteristics.
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Demographic Characteristics

Demographic variables have been used to describe

passive solar house respondents. These variables included

age, sex, educational level, tenure and number of persons in

household, and income.

Age. The respondents ranged from 29 years old through

73 years old. Median age was 41 years (see Table 2).

Sex. The majority (72.0 percent) of the respondents

were males. Thus, 28.0 percent were females (see Table 3).

Educational level. The majority (65.6 percent) of the

respondents had four year college degrees and were fairly

evenly distributed among the college educated categories

(see Table 4). Futhermore, 28 percent of respondents held

graduate degrees and 21.5 percent had completed "some graduate

work" (see Table 4). All respondents had graduated from high

school.

Tenure and number of persons in household. Most (92.5

percent) respondents owned detached single family houses

(see Table 5). The number of persons in the household

ranged from one through seven. Most (37.6 percent) respondents

reported that two people lived in the house (see Table 6).

Income. The median family income was in the category of

$30,000 through $39,999 (see Table 7). Approximately one-

half (49.4 percent) of the respondents had indicated that
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Table 2. Ages of the passive solar respondents.

Mean 44.337

Median 41

Range 29-73

Standard Deviation 11.245

Variance 126.446

Valid Cases 92

Missing Cases 1
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Table 3. Sex of the passive solar respondents.

Sex n (7)

Male

Female

No Response

67

26

0

72.0

28.0

0.0

Total 93 100.0
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Table 4. Educational level of respondents.

Educational Level n % )

Some High School 0 0.0

High School Graduate 6 6.5

Trade School 3 3.2

Some College 16 17.2

2 Year College Graduate 6 6.5

4 Year College Graduate 15 16.1

Some Graduate Work 20 21.5

A Graduate Degree 26 28.0

No Response 1 1.1

Total 93 100.1*

*Total percentages may not equal 100.0 because of
rounding.
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Table 5. Tenure of respondents.

Types of Tenure n (Z)

Owned by Respondent 86 92.5

Owned in Condominium by Respondent 6 6.5

Owned as a Zero Lot Line by
Respondent 1 1.1

Total 93 100.1*

*Total percentages may not equal 100.0 because of rounding.

Table 6. Number of persons in household.

Number in household n (Z)

1 3 3.2

2 35 37.6

3 24 25.8

4 19 20.4

5 9 9.7

6 2 2.2

7 1 1.1

Total 100.0

Median 3
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Table 7. Total family income before taxes of respondents.

Income n ( 7, )

Less than $20,000 12 12.9

$20,000-29,999 19 20.4

$30,000-39,999 27 29.0

$40,000-49,999 15 16.1

$50,000-59,999 4 4.3

$60,000-69,999 6 6.5

$70,000-79,999 2 2.2

$80,000-89,999 0 0.0

$90,000-99,999 0 0.0

$100,000 or more 4 4.3

No Response 4 4.3

Total 93 100.0

Median $30,000-39,999
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their total family income was between $20,000 and $39,999.

Housing-Related Characteristics

The housing-related characteristics that have been used

to describe passive solar houses included the type(s) of

passive solar system, structure, square footage, and location.

Type(s) of passive solar system. Seven types of passive

solar systems were included in the housing designs (see Table

8). In a majority (51.7 percent) of the houses, combinations

of two'systems had been included in the designs: direct gain

and Trombe wall (9.7 percent), direct gain and greenhouse

(39.8 percent), and Trombe wall and greenhouse (2.2 percent).

When considered by type(s), a combination of direct gain and

greenhouse was most (39.8 percent) used, followed by direct

gain (22.6 percent) and a combination of all three systems

(14.0 percent).

Structure. All but one of the houses (98.9 percent)

were of a "one family house detached from any other house"

type (see Table 9). One (1.1 percent) house was of "a build-

ing for three to five families row house type" (see Table 9).

The majority of the respondents reported that heat

storage materials had been made of concrete (67.9 percent),

brick or masonry (55.8 percent), and rock or gravel (54.9

percent). However, many respondents also used tile (48.4

percent) and water (39.1 percent) (see Table 10).

Square footage. The median square footage was in the



Table 8. Type(s) of passive solar system.

Type(s) n (%)

Direct Gain 21 22.6

Trombe Wall 2 2.2

Greenhouse 9 9.7

Direct Gain and Trombe Wall 9 9.7

Direct Gain and Greenhouse 38 39.8

Trombe Wall and Greenhouse 2 2.2

Direct Gain, Trombe Wall, and
Greenhouse 11 14.0

Total 93 100.2*

*Total percentages may not equal 100.0 because of rounding.

(22.&)

Direct Gain

Trombe Wall

(2.2%)

DG+

TW+G

Greenhouse
TW+G

(2.29 (9.79)

EG+1W+C = 14.0

42
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Table 9. Structure of passive solar houses.

Structure Type n (7.)

One Family House Detached From
any Other House

Building for Three to Five
Families (Rowhouse)

Total

92 98.9

1 1.1

93 100.0

Table 10. Heat storage materials of passive solar houses.

Material Used to
Amount of
Cubic Feet

Store Solar Heat* (mean) n (%)

Concrete 358 63 67.9

Brick or Masonry 289 52 55.8

Rock and Gravel 563 51 54.9

Tile 97 45 48.4

Water 265 36 39.1

*Not mutually exclusive.
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category of 1500 through 1999 square feet (see Table 11).

The range was from less than 500 square feet through 2500

or more square feet. The houses had a range in numbers of

rooms from one through 12 with none having two rooms. The

median number of rooms was six and the mode (25.8 percent)

was seven (see Table 12).

Location. The majority (63.4 percent) of the houses

were located outside of the city limits (see Table 13).

The majority (55.9 percent) of the houses were built on more

one acre or more of land (see Table 14).

The majority (68.8 percent) of the houses were sited

true south (see Table 15). Of those not sited true south,

more houses were sited west of true south (19.4 percent) than

east of true south (11.8 percent). Site analyses, meso-

climate evaluation related to environment, were not completed

prior to construction for 22.6 percent of the houses.

Null Hypotheses Findings

Null hypotheses have been utilized to test for relation-

ships between each of three types of passive solar systems

(see Appendix C) and 1) performances of a passive solar house,

2) overall performances of a passive solar house, 3) con-

straints of a passive solar house, 4) overall constraints

of a passive solar house, and 5) problems with a passive

solar house. The null hypotheses are stated, and results of

the hypotheses testing are reported.
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Table 11. Square footage of passive solar houses.

Square footage n ( % )

Less than 500

500 through 999

1,000 through 1,499

1,500 through 1,999

2,000 through 2,499

2,500 or more

1

1

24

33

22

12

1.1

1.1

25.8

35.5

23.7

12.9

Total 93 100.1*

*Total percentages may not equal 100.0 because of
rounding.
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Table 12. Number of rooms in house of passive
solar houses.

Number of Rooms n (%)

One Room 1 1.1

Two Rooms 0 0.0

Three Rooms 3 3.2

Four Rooms 11 11.8

Five Rooms 15 15.6

Six Rooms 21 22.6

Seven Rooms 24 25.8

Eight Rooms 10 11.8

Nine Rooms 3 3.2

Ten Rooms 3 3.2

Eleven Rooms 1 1.1

Twelve Rooms 1 1.1

Total 93 100.5*

*Total percentages may not equal 100.0 because of
rounding.
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Table 13. Location of passive solar houses.

Location n ( 7, )

Outside City Limits

Inside City Limits

59

34

63.4

36.6

Total 93 100.0

Table 14. Lot size of passive solar houses.

Lot Size n (%)

A City Lot 37 39.8

1 through 2 Acres of Land 12 12.9

3 through 5 Acres of Land 11 11.8

More than 5 Acres of Land 29 31.2

No Response 4 4.3

Total 93 100.0
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Table 15. Site Location on lot of passive solar houses.

Site Location on Lot n ( )

True South 64 68.8

West of True South 18 19.4

East of True South 11 11.8

Total 93 100.0
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Statistical Overview of Null Hypotheses 1 through 9

Null hypotheses 1 through 9 were tested employing the

Mann-Whitney test to determine the difference (p<.05) of

mean performances scores for direct gain and non-direct

gain houses. A summary of the mean performances scores and

corresponding "z" values generated for tests are reported

in Table 16.

Null Hypotheses 1 through 9. When the direct gain method

is designed into a house, the performance of: 1)effort and

time required, 2) energy savings, 3) general maintenance

requirements, 4) internal noise level, 5) comfort level, 6)

heat distribution, 7) mechanical components, 8) humidity

control, 9) cooling distribution does not significantly differ

from that in houses designed with other types of solar systems.

Null hypotheses 1 through 9 were not significant (p<.05).

All computed "z" values were smaller than criterion value

(1.96) (see Table 18). Therefore, there was no significant

(p<.05) difference in performances between direct gain and

non-direct gain. Thus, none of the null hypotheses were

rejected.

Statistical Overview of Null Hypothesis 10

The t-test was employed to measure the difference (p<.05)

of the mean overall performances scores for direct gain and

non-direct gain houses. Comparison of overall performances

scores for direct gain and non-direct gain is presented in

Table 17.



Table 16. Performances summary of null hypotheses 1 through 9.*

Comparison Point

Hol: effort and time required

1102: energy savings

H03: general maintenance requirements

H04: internal noise level

H05: comfort level

H06: heat distribution

H07: mechanical components

H08: humidity control

H09: cooling distribution

Non-direct gain
n Rank Mean

Group
Direct gain
n Rank Mean "z" Value P Value

10 55.00 77 42.57 1.9345 .0531

12 45.00 78 45.58 -.0887 .9293

11 46.36 80 45.95 .0595 .9525

10 55.10 77 42.56 1.7605 .0783

11 50.77 79 44.77 .8408 .4005

12 47.04 79 45.84 .1620 .8713

7 42.71 64 35.27 1.0231 .3063

11 31.82 67 40.76 -1.3436 .1791

10 43.90 65 37.09 .9909 .3217

*Mann-Whitney test summary.

Criterion value=1.96



Table 17. Comparison of overall performances scores for direct gain and non-direct gain
houses.

Standard "t"
Type n Mean Deviation Value* D.F. Value

Direct Gain 80 29.6250 5.342

-.95 13 .361
Non-direct Gain 13 26.6923 10.957

*"t"=-.95<2.160 with 13 D.F.; not rejected at the .05 level of significance.
Criterion value=2.16
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Null Hypothesis 10. When the direct gain method is designed

into a house, overall performance does not significantly

differ from that in houses designed with other types of

solar systems.

With a computed value "t" (-.95) smaller than the cri-

terion value (2.16), the null hypothesis of no difference was

not rejected. There was no significant (p=.361) difference

in mean overall performances scores between direct gain and

non-direct gain houses (see Table 17).

Statistical Overview of Null Hypotheses 11 through 19

Null hypotheses 11 through 19 were tested utilizing the

Mann-Whitney test to determine the difference (p<.05) of

mean performances scores for Trombe wall and non-Trombe wall

houses. A summary of the mean performances scores and

corresponding "z" values generated for tests are reported

in Table 18.

Null Hypotheses 11 through 19. When the Trombe wall method

is designed into a house, performance of: 11) effort and

time required, 12) energy savings, 13) general maintenance

requirements, 14) internal noise level, 15) comfort level,

16) heat distribution, 17) mechanical components, 18) humidit

control, 19) cooling distribution does not significantly

differ from that in houses designed with other types of

solar systems.

Null hypotheses 11 through 19 were not significant



Table 18. Performances .scores summary of null hypotheses 11 through 19.*

Comparison Point

Holl: effort and time required

H012: energy savings

H013: general maintenance requirements

H014: internal noise level

H015: comfort level

H016: heat distribution

H017: mechanical components

H018: humidity control

H019: cooling distribution

Group
Non-Trombe wall
n Rank Mean

Trombe wall
n Rank Mean "z" Value P Value

65 44.15 22 43.55 .1290 .8973

65 45.04 25 46.70 -.3367 .7363

66 47.12 25 43.04 .8041 .4214

63 43.47 24 45.40 -.3792 .7046

65 45.17 25 46.36 -.2279 .8197

65 44.89 26 48.77 -.6987 .4847

55 35.48 16 37.78 -.4427 .6580

56 37.04 22 45.75 -1.6911 .0908

53 38.85 22 35.95 .5643 .5725

*Mann-Whitney test summary.
Criterion value=1.96
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(P<.05). All computed "z" values were smaller than criterion

value (1.96) (see Table 18). Therefore, there was no signifi-

cant (p<.05) difference in performances between Trombe wall

and non-Trombe wall. Thus, none of the null hypotheses were

rejected.

Statistical Overview of Null Hypothesis 20

The t-test was employed to measure the difference

(p<.05) of mean overall performances scores for Trombe wall

and non-Trombe wall houses. The comparison of overall perform-

ances scores between Trombe wall and non-Trombe wall houses

is presented in Table 19.

Null Hypothesis 20. When the Trombe wall method is designed

into a house, overall performance does not significantly

differ from that in houses designed with other types of

solar systems.

With a computed value "t" (1.10) smaller than the cri-

terion value (1.99), the null hypothesis of no difference was

not rejected. There was no significant (p =.273) difference

in mean overall performances scores between Trombe wall and

non-Trombe wall houses (see Table 19).

Statistical Overview of Null Hypotheses 21 through 29

Null hypotheses 21 through 29 were tested utilizing the

Mann- Whitney, test to determine the difference (p<.05) of

mean performances scores for greenhouse and non-greenhouse



Table 19. Comparison of overall performances scores for Trombe wall and non-Trombe wall
houses.

Standard "t"
Type n Mean Deviation Value* D.F.

P
Value

Trombe Wall 26 28.0385 7.513
1.10 91 .273

Non-Trombe Wall 67 29.6716 5.943

*"t"=1.10<1.986 with 91 D.F.; not rejected at the .05 level of significance.
Criterion value=1.99
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houses. A summary of the mean performances scores and

corresponding."z" values generated for tests are reported

in Table 20.

Null Hypotheses 21 through 29. When the greenhouse method

is designed into a house, performance of: 21) effort and

time required, 22) energy savings, 23) general maintenance

requirements, 24) internal noise level, 25) comfort level,

26) heat distribution, 27) mechanical components, 28) humidity

control, 29) cooling distribution does not significantly

differ from that in houses designed with other types of

solar systems.

Null hypotheses 21 through 29 were not significant

(p<.05). All computed "z" values were smaller than criterion

value (1.96) (see Table 20). Therefore, there was no signifi-

cant (p<.05) difference in performances between greenhouse

and non-greenhouse houses. Thus, none of the null hypotheses

were rejected.

Statistical Overview of Null Hypothesis 30

The t-test was employed to measure the difference (p<.05)

of mean overall performance scores for greenhouse and non-

greenhouse houses. The comparison of overall performance

scores between greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses is

presented in Table 21.

Null Hypothesis 30. When the greenhouse method is designed

into a house, overall performance does not significantly



Table 20. Performances scores summary of null hypotheses 21 through 29.*

Comparison Point

Group
Non-greenhouse Greenhouse
n Rank Mean n Rank Mean "z" Value P Value

H021: effort and time required 30

H022: energy savings 32

H023: general maintenance requirements 31

H024: internal noise level 31

H025: comfort level 31

N026: heat distribution 32

H027: mechanical components 22

H028: humidity control 26

H029: cooling distribution 27

47.65 57 42.08 1.2922 .1963

41.98 58 47.44 -1.1816 .2374

46.00 60 46.00 0.0000 1.0000

45.34 56 43.26 .4384 .6611

46.18 59 45.14 .2098 .8338

47.52 59 45.18 .4453 .6561

38.68 49 34.80 .8279 .4077

42.25 52 38.13 .8394 .4012

41.02 48 36.30 .9694 .3323

*Mann-Whitney test summary.
Criterion value=1.96



Table 21. Comparison of overall performances scores for greenhouse and non-greenhouse
houses.

Standard
Type n Mean Deviation Value* D.F. Value

Greenhouse 61 28.9344 6.444
.58 91 .563

Non-greenhouse 32 29.7500 6.441

*"t"=.580.986 with 91 D.F.; not rejected at the .05 level of significance.
Criterion value=1.99
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differ from that in houses designed with other types of

solar systems.

With a computed value "t" (.58) smaller than the

criterion value (1.99), the null hypothesis of no difference

was not rejected. There was no significant (p=.563) differ-

ence in mean overall performances scores between greenhouse

and non-greenhouse houses (see Table 21).

Statistical Overview of Null Hypotheses 31 through 33

Null hypotheses 31 through 33 were tested employing the

Mann-Whitney test to determine the difference (p<.05) of mean

constraints scores for direct gain and non-direct gain houses.

A summary of the mean constraints scores and corresponding

"z" values generated for tests are reported in Table 22.

Null Hypotheses 31 through 33. When the direct gain method

is designed into a house, constraints of: 31) interior deco-

rating, 32) floorplan, 33) exterior design of house does not

significantly differ from that in houses designed with

other types of solar systems.

Null hypotheses 31 through 33 were not significant

(p<.05). All computed "z" values were smaller than criterion

value (1.96) (see Table 22). Therefore, there was no signifi-

cant (p<.05) difference in constraints scores between direct

gain and non-direct gain houses. Thus, none of the null

hypotheses were rejected.



Table 22. Constraints scores summary of null hypotheses 31 through 33.*

Comparison Point

Group
Non-direct gain Direct gain
n Rank Mean n Rank Mean "z" Value P Value

11031: interior decorating 11 53.09 78 43.86 1.4335 .1512

H032: floorplan 12 55.46 77 43.37 1.8579 .0632

H033: exterior design of house 12 44.29 79 46.26 -.2911 .7710

*Mann-Whitney test summary.
Criterion value=1.96
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Statistical Overview of Null Hypothesis 34

The t-test was employed to measure the difference (p<.05)

of mean overall constraints scores for direct gain and non-

direct gain houses. The comparison of overall constraints

scores between direct gain and non-direct gain houses is

presented in Table 23.

Null Hypothesis 34. When the direct gain method is designed

into a house, overall constraints does not significantly

differ from that in houses designed with other types of

solar systems.

With a computed value "t" (-.81) smaller than the cri-

terion value (2.16), the null hypothesis of no difference was

not rejected. There was no significant (p..434) difference

in mean overall constraints scores between direct gain and

non-direct gain houses (see Table 23).

Statistical Overview of Null Hypotheses 35 through 37

Null hypotheses 35 through 37 were tested employing the

Mann-Whitney test to determine the difference (p<.05) of mean

constraints scores for Trombe wall and non-Tromle wall houses.

A summary of the mean constraints scores and corresponding

"z" values generated for tests are reported in Table 24.

Null Hypotheses 35 through 37. When the Trombe wall method

is designed into a house, constraints of: 35) interior deco-

rating, 36) floorplan, 37) exterior design of house does not



Table 23. Comparison of overall constraints scores for direct gain and non-direct gain
houses.

Type
Standard "t"

n Mean Deviation Value* D.F.
P

Value

Direct Gain 80 9.8875 2.093

Non-direct Gain 13 9.0769 3.523

-.81 13 .434

*"t"=-.81<2.160 with 13 D.F.; not rejected at the .05 level of significance.
Criterion value=2.16



Table 24. Constraints scores summary of null hypotheses 35 through 37.*

Comparison Point

Group
Non-Trombe wall Trombe wall
n Rank Mean n Rank Mean "z" Value P Value

H035: interior decorating 65 46.24 24 41.65 .9629 .3356

H036: floorplan 64 45.06 25 44.84 .0450 .9641

H037: exterior design of house 66 48.47 25 39.48 1.7543 .0794

*Mann-Whitney test summary.
Criterion value=1.96
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significantly differ from that in houses designed with other

types of solar systems.

Null hypotheses 35 through 37 were not significant

(p<.05). All computed "z" values were smaller than criterion

value (1.96) (see Table 24). Therefore, there was no signifi-

cant (p<.05) difference in constraints scores between Trombe

wall and non-Trombe wall houses. Thus, none of the null

hypotheses were rejected.

Statistical Overview of Null Hypothesis 38

The t-test was employed to measure the difference (p<.05)

of mean overall constraints scores for Trombe wall and non-

Trombe wall houses. The comparison of overall constraints

scores between Trombe wall and non-Trombe wall houses is

presented in Table 25.

Null Hypothesis 38. When the Trombe wall method is designed

into a house, overall constraints does not significantly

differ from that in houses designed with other types of

solar systems.

With a computed value "t" (-.58) smaller than the cri-

terion value (1.99), the null hypothesis of no difference was

not rejected. There was no significant (p..564) difference

in mean overall constraints scores between Trombe wall and

non-Trombe wall houses (see Table 25).



Table 25. Comparison of overall constraints scores for Trombe wall and ion- Trombe wall
houses.

Type
Standard "t"

n Mean Deviation Value* D.F.
P

Value

Trombe Wall 26 10.0000 2.433

Non-Trombe Wall 67 9.6866 2.311
-.58 91 .564

*"0=-.58<1.986 with 91 D.F.; not rejected at the .05 level of significance.
Criterion value=1.99
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Statistical Overview of Null Hypotheses 39 through 41

Null hypotheses 39 through 41 were tested employing

the Mann-Whitney test to determine the difference (p<.05)

of mean constraints scores for greenhouse and non-greenhouse

houses. A summary of the mean constraints scores and cor-

responding "z" values generated for tests are reported in

Table 26.

Null Hypotheses 39 through 41. When the greenhouse method

is designed into a house, constraints of: 39) interior deco-

rating, 40) floorplan, 41) exterior design of house does not

significantly differ from that in houses designed with other

types of solar systems.

Null hypotheses 39 through 41 were not significant

(p<.05). All computed "z" values were smaller than criterion

value (1.96) (see Table 26). Therefore, there was no signifi-

cant (p<.05) difference in constraints scores between green-

house and non-greenhouse houses. Thus, none of the null

hypotheses were rejected.

Statistical Overview of Null Hypothesis 42

The t-test was employed to measure the difference (p<.05)

of mean overall constraints scores for greenhouse and non-

greenhouse houses. The comparison of overall constraints

scores between greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses is

presented in Table 27.



Table 26. Constraints scores summary of null hypotheses 39 through 41.*

Comparison Point

Group
Non-greenhouse Greenhouse
n Rank Mean n Rank Mean "z" Value P Value

H039: interior decorating 31 43.73 58 45.68 -.4401 .6599

H040: floorplan 32 46.61 57 44.10 .5426 .5874

H041: exterior design of house 32 45.95 59 46.03 -.0151 .9880

*Mann-Whitney test summary.
Criterion value=1.96



Table 27. Comparison of overall constraints scores for greenhouse and non-greenhouse
houses.

Type
Standard 110

n Mean Deviation Value* D.F.
P

Value

Greenhouse 61 9.7869 2.310

Non-greenhouse 32 9.7500 2.423
-.07 91 .943

*"t".-.07<1.986 with 91 D.F.; not rejected at the .05 level of significance.
Criterion value=1.99
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Null Hypothesis 42. When the greenhouse method is designed

into a house, overall constraints does not significantly

differ from that in houses designed with other types of

solar systems.

With a computed value "t" (-.07) smaller than the cri-

terion value (1.99), the null hypothesis of no difference was

not rejected. There was no significant (p =.943) difference

in mean overall constraints scores between greenhouse and

non-greenhouse houses (see Table 27).

Statistical Overview of Null Hypotheses 43 through 59

Null hypotheses 43 through 59 were tested employing the

chi-square statistical test to determine whether the frequency

distributions for specific problems were significantly (p<.05)

different between direct gain and non-direct gain houses.

A summary of the chi-square statistical test results concern-

ing direct gain and non-direct gain houses are reported

in Table 28.

Null Hypotheses 43 through 59. When the direct gain method

is designed into a house, the occurrence of a problem with:

43) high windows or other glass areas cleaned, 44) inadequate

shading by deciduous trees, 45) condensation on windows, 46)

inadequate movement of heat, 47) not warm enough, 48) extreme

temperature swings, 49) coverings for sloped windows, 50)

manual use of movable window insulation, 51) fading of

furniture, walls, or coverings, 52) inadequate weather-
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Table 28. The chi-square test results of direct gain (n=79)
and non-direct gain '(n =14) houses.

Corrected
Problem Chi-square d.f. p value n

H043: high window or other
glass areas cleaned .17288 1 .6776 86

H044: inadequate shading
by deciduous trees .20293 1 .6524 84

H045: condensation on
windows 1.05987 1 .3032 86

H046: inadequate movement
of heat 0.00000 1 1.0000 88

H047: not warm enough 0.00000 1 1.0000 85

H048: extreme temperature
swings 0.00000 1 1.0000 88

H049: coverings for sloped
windows 0.00000 1 1.0000 85

H050: manual use of movable
window insulation 1.27560 1 .2587 82

H051: fading of furniture,
walls, or coverings .27862 1 .5976 84

H052: inadequate weather-
stripping or caulking 0.00000 1 1.0000 87

H053: excessive heat loss
through aluminum windows .09709 1 .7553 86

H054: excessive glare 1.42247 1 .2330 87

H055: high noise level 1.03992 1 .3078 84

H056: rooms cool down too fast .05680 1 8116 87

H057: excessive humidity .05680 1 .8116 87

H058: lack of privacy .48375 1 .4867 86

H059: overheating .16859 1 .6814 91

Criterion value=3.84
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stripping or caulking, 53) excessive heat loss through

aluminum windows, 54) excessive glare, 55) high noise level,

56) rooms cool down too fast, 57) excessive humidity, 58)

lack of privacy, 59) overheating does not significantly

differ from that in houses designed with other types of

solar systems.

Null hypotheses 43 through 59 were not significant

(p<.05). All computed chi-square values were smaller than

criterion value (3.84) with 1 degree of freedom (see Table 28).

There was no significant (p<.05) difference in the occurrence

of problems between direct gain and non-direct gain houses.

The null hypotheses were not rejected.

Statistical Overview of Null Hypotheses 60 through 76

Null hypotheses 60 through 76 were tested employing the

chi-square statistical test to determine whether the frequency

distributions for specific problems were significantly (p<.05)

different between Trombe wall and non-Trombe wall houses.

A summary of the chi-square statistical test results concern-

ing Trombe wall and non-Trombe wall houses are reported

in Table 29.

Null Hypotheses 60 through 76. When the Trombe wall method

is designed into a house, the occurrence of a problem with:

60) high window or other glass areas cleaned, 61) inadequate

shading by deciduous trees, 62) condensation on windows, 63)

inadequate movement of heat, 64) not warm enough, 65) extreme
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Table 29. The chi-square test results of Trombe wall (n=24)
and non-Trombe wall (n=69) houses.

Problem
Corrected
Chi-square d.f. p value

H060: high windows or other
glass areas cleaned .43033 1 .5118 83

H061: inadequate shading
by deciduous trees 0.00000 1 1.0000 84

H062: condensation on
windows 3.38819 1 .0657 86

H063: inadequate movement
of heat 0.00000 1 1.0000 88

H064: not warm enough .04604 1 .8301 85

H065: extreme temperature
swings 1.18859 1 .2756 88

H066: coverings for sloped
windows 0.00000 1 1.0000 85

H067: manual use of movable
window insulation 0.00000 1 1.0000 82

H068: fading of furniture,
walls, or coverings .04419 1 .8335 84

H069: inadequate weather-weather-
stripping or caulking .13500 1 .7133 87

H070: excessive heat loss
through aluminum windows .00851 1 -9265 86

H071: excessive glare .25831 1 .6113 87

H072: high noise level .01826 1 .8925 84

H073: rooms cool down too fast .05843 1 .8090 87

H
o
74: excessive humidity 3.10840 1 .0779 87

H075: lack of privacy .09090 1 .7630 86

H076: overheating .75783 1 .3840 91

Criterion value=3.84
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temperature swings, 66) coverings for sloped windows, 67)

manual use of movable window insulation, 68) fading of

furniture, walls or coverings, 69) inadequate weather-

stripping or caulking, 70) excessive heat loss through

aluminum windows, 71) excessive glare, 72) high noise level,

73) rooms cool down too fast, 74) excessive humidity, 75)

lack of privacy, 76) overheating does not significantly

differ from that in houses designed with other types of

solar systems.

Null hypotheses 60 through 76 were not significant

(p<.05). All computed chi-square values were smaller than

criterion value (3.84) with 1 degree of freedom (see Table 29).

There was no significant (p<.05 ) difference in the occurrence

of problems between Trombe wall and non-Trombe wall houses.

The null hypotheses were not rejected.

Statistical Overview of Null Hypotheses 77 through 93

Null hypotheses 77 through 93 were tested employing the

chi-square statistical test to determine whether the frequency

distributions for specific problems were significantly (p<.05)

different between greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses. A

summary of the chi-square statistical test results concerning

greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses are reported in Table 30.

Null Hypotheses 77 through 93. When the greenhouse method

is designed into a house, the occurrence of a problem with:

77) high window or other glass areas cleaned, 78) inadequate



Table 30. The chi-square test results of greenhouse (n=60)
and non-greenhouse (n=33) houses.

Corrected
Problem Chi-square d.f. p value

H077: high windows or other
glass areas cleaned 0.00000 1 1.0000 86

H078: inadequate shading
by deciduous trees 1.87252 1 .1712 84

H079: condensation on
windows 3.81483 1 .0508 86

H080: inadequate movement
of heat .41502 1 .5194 88

H081: not warm enough .69570 1 .4042 85

H082: extreme temperature
swings 1.16796 1 .2798 88

H083: coverings for sloped
windows 7.48587 1 .0062 85

H084: manual use of movable
window insulation .13224 1 .7161 82

H085: fading of furniture,
walls, or coverings .02553 1 .8730 84

H086: inadequate weather-
stripping or caulking .09906 1 .7530 87

H087: excessive heat loss
through aluminum windows .39531 1 .5295 86

H088: excessive glare 3.94818 1 .0469 87

H089: high noise level .03709 1 .8473 84

H090: rooms cool down too fast .77023 1 .3801 87

H091: excessive humidity 4.34718 1 .0371 87

H092: lack of privacy .48665 1 .4854 86

H093: overheating 0.00000 1 1.0000 91

Criterion value=3.84

74
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shading by deciduous trees, 79) condensation on windows,

80) inadequate movement of heat, 81) not warm enough, 82)

extreme temperature swings, 83) coverings for sloped windows,

84) manual use of movable window insulation, 85) fading of

furniture, walls or coverings, 86) inadequate weather-

stripping or caulking, 87) excessive heat loss through

aluminum windows, 88) excessive glare, 89) high noise level,

90) rooms cool down too fast, 91) excessive humidity, 92)

lack of privacy, 93) overheating does not significantly

differ from that in houses designed with other types of

solar systems.

With a chi-square value of 7.485 and 1 degree of freedom

(p..006), the null hypothesis 83 was rejected at the p<.05

significance level (see Table 30). There was a significant

difference in the occurrence of a problem with coverings for

sloped windows between greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses.

Significantly (p..006) more greenhouse respondents (32.1

percent) had a problem with coverings for sloped windows

than did non-greenhouse respondents (3.4 percent) (see Tables

30 and 31). However, the majority (71.0 percent) of the

total respondents (i.e., 40.9 percent were greenhouse

respondents and 30.1 percent were non-greenhouse respondents)

did not have the problem (see Table 32).

With a chi-square value of 3.948 and 1 degree of freedom

(p=.047), the null hypothesis 88 was rejected at the p<.05

significance level (see Table 30). There was a significant

difference in the occurrence of the problem of excessive
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Table 31. Occurrence of a problem with coverings for sloped windows
between greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses by row
percentages.

Problem
Type of System

Non-greenhouse Greenhouse

(%) n (%)

No 28 96.6 38 67.9

Yes 1 3.4 18 32.1

Total 29 100.0 56 100.0

Corrected chi-square=7.48587 with 1 degree of freedom; p=.0062
Number of missing observations=8

Table 32. Occurrence of a problem with coverings for sloped windows
between greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses by column
percentages.

Type of System
n

Problem
No

(Z) n

Yes
(Z)

No
Res.

n (%) n

Total
(Z)

Non-greenhouse 28 30.1 1 1.1 29 31.2

Greenhouse 38 40.9 18 19.4 56 60.3

No Response 8 8.6 8 8.6

Sub-total 66 71.0 19 20.5 8 8.6 93 100.1*

*Total percentages may not equal 100.0 because of rounding.
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glare between greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses. Signifi-

cantly (p=.047) more non-greenhouse respondents (30.0 percent)

had a problem of excessive glare than did greenhouse respond-

ents (10.5 percent)(see Tables 30 and 33). However, the

majority (77.4 percent) of the total respondents (i.e., 54.8

percent were greenhouse respondents and 22.6 percent were

non-greenhouse respondents) did not have a problem with

excessive glare (see Table 34).

With a chi-square value of 4.347 and 1 degree of freedom

(p=.037), the null hypothesis 91 was rejected at the p<.05

significance level (see Table 30). There was a significant

difference in the occurrence of the problem with excessive

humidity between greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses. No

respondents who lived in non-greenhouse houses had a problem

with excessive humidity; only those who lived in greenhouse

houses had the problem (see Table 35). However, the majority

(82.8 percent) of the total respondents (i.e., 50.5 percent

were greenhouse respondents and 32.3 percent were non-green-

house respondents) did not have the problem (see Table 36).

Null hypotheses 77 through 93 except 83, 88, and 91

were not significant (p<.05). All computed chi-square

values were smaller than the criterion value (3.84) with

1 degree of freedom (see Table 30). These null hypotheses

were not rejected. In summary, there were no significant

(p<.05) differences in the occurrence of problems except

coverings for sloped windows, excessive glare, and excessive

humidity between greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses.
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Table 33. Occurrence of a problem with excessive glare between green-
house and non-greenhouse houses by row percentages.

Problem
Type of System

Non-greenhouse Greenhouse
n (7) n (7.)

No 21 70.0 51 89.5

Yes 9 30.0 6 10.5

Total 30 100.0 57 100.0

Corrected chi-square=3.94818 with 1 degree of freedom; p=.0469
Number of missing observations=6

Table 34. Occurrence of a problem with excessive glare between green-
house and non-greenhouse houses by column percentages.

Type of System No
n

Problem

(7.) it

Yes
(7.)

No
Res.

n (7.)

Total
n (7)

Non-greenhouse 21 22.6 9 9.7 30 32.3

Greenhouse 51 54.8 6 6.5 57 61.3

No Response 6 6.5 6 6.5

Sub-total 72 77.4 15 16.2 6 6.5 93 100.1*

*Total percentages may not equal 100.0 because of rounding.
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Table 35. Occurrence of a problem with excessive humidity between
greenhouse and non-greenhouse by row percentages.

Problem
Type of System

Non-greenhouse
n (7) n

Greenhouse
(Z)

No 30 100.0 47 82.5

Yes 0 0.0 10 17.5

Total 30 100.0 57 100.0

Corrected chi-square=4.34718 with 1 degree of freedom; p=.0371
Number of missing observations=6

Table 36. Occurrence of a problem with excessive humidity between
greenhouse and non-greenhouse by column percentages.

Type of System
Problem

No Yes
No
Res. Total

n (%) n (7) n (Z) n (%)

Non-greenhouse 30 32.3 0 0.0 30 32.3

Greenhouse 47 50.5 10 10.8 57 61.3

No Response 6 6.5 6 6.5

Sub-total 77 82.8 10 10.8 6 6.5 93 100.1*

*Total percentages may not equal 100.0 because of rounding.
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Discussion of Findings

Several researchers previously reported the necessity of

investigating living in passive solar houses (Balcomb, 1980;

Katz, 1983; Labay and Kinnear, 1981; McKown and Felter,

1983; Zentner, 1983b). Researchers indicated Class C level

data, non-instrumented evaluations, were important to perceive

performances, constraints, and problems of passive solar

systems (Holland, 1982; Sachs, 1982; Sachs et al., 1982).

Although several researchers reported characteristics

of passive solar house respondents and their houses (Katz,

1983; Labay and Kinnear, 1981; McKown and Felter, 1983;

Reichelderfer, 1983; Sachs, 1982; Sachs et al., 1982; Zentner,

1983a), no previous study was found where the relationships

between performances, constraints, and problems by categorized

types of passive solar system had been considered. This

researcher addressed such analyses. This section includes

discussion of demographic characteristics of the respondents,

discussion of housing-related characteristics, and discussion

of null hypotheses findings.

Discussion of Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents

Some similarities were found through a comparison of

demographic characteristics of the respondents between this

study and previous studies. The respondents in this study

were similar to the respondents in previous studies in

median age, sex, educational level, number of people living

in the house and tenure of the house. Family income was
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different between this study and previous studies. In this

study, the median family income was in the category of

$30,000 through $39,999; however, Labay and Kinnear (1981)

reported that their respondents had a median income of

$20,410. Therefore, the sample in this study had a higher

income than did the sample in previous studies.

Discussion of Housing-Related Characteristics

Previous researchers reported three housing-related

characteristics: type(s) of passive solar system, structure,

and square footage. In this study, four housing-related

characteristics: 1) type(s) of passive solar system, 2)

structure, 3) square footage, and 4) location were reported.

Type(s) of passive solar system. Katz (1983) and Sachs

et al. (1982) reported that direct gain was the most common

type of passive solar system. In this study, however, a

combination of direct gain and greenhouse was the most (39.8

percent) used, followed by a direct gain system (22.6

percent).

Structure. Through a comparison of structure reported

in this study and previous studies, the following similar-

ities were found. First, the majority of houses were

detached single family dwellings. Second, the most common

heat storage material was concrete.

Square footage. The houses in this study had about the

same square footage as houses in previous studies.
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Location. No previous research that reported location

was found. However, this research found that the majority

of the houses were: 1) located outside of the city limits,

2) built on more than one acre of land, and 3) sited true

south.

Discussion of Null Hypotheses

Several previous researchers reported the necessity of

investigating living in passive solar houses (Balcomb, 1980;

Katz, 1983; Labay and Kinnear, 1981; McKown and Felter,

1983; Zentner, 1983b). No previous study was found where

the relationships between performances, constraints, and

problems by categorized types of passive solar systems had

been considered. This section includes performances of

passive solar system(s), constraints of solar residences,

and problems of solar houses.

Performances of passive solar system(s). Katz (1983)

suggested that it was necessary to investigate performances

of passive solar houses. In this study, relationships

between specific performances of passive solar systems and

categorized types of passive solar systems were analyzed.

Specific performances were: effort and time required, energy

savings, general maintenance requirements, internal noise

level, heat distribution, mechanical components, humidity

control, cooling distribution, and overall performances, an

overall mean of all of the specific performances. There were
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no significant (p<.05) difference in specific performance

and overall performances scores between direct gain and

non-direct gain houses, between Trombe wall and non-Trombe

wall houses, and between greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses.

Therefore, based on the findings of this study, types of

solar systems are not related to the performances of passive

solar house design.

Constraints of solar residences. This study included

four constraints of solar residences: 1) interior decorat-

ing, 2) floorplan, 3) exterior design, and 4) overall

constraints, an overall mean of all of the constraints.

Possible relationships between constraints and three basic

passive solar systems were examined with no significant

(p<.05) relationships being found.

Sachs (1982) reported that solar house respondents were

very pleased with the interior and exterior design although

there were some constraints of design. In this study, any

one of the passive solar systems was a integral part of a

house. Constraints of interior design, floorplan, and

exterior design scores and overall constraints scores were

not significantly (p<.05) different. Therefore, based on

the findings of this study, types of solar systems are not

related to the constraints of passive solar house design.

Problems of solar houses. In this study, 17 problems

were examined for relationships with categorized types of

passive solar systems. The problems were: 1) high windows
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or other glass areas cleaned, 2) inadequate shading by

deciduous trees, 3) condensation on windows, 4) inadequate

movement of heat, 5) not warm enough, 6) extreme temperature

swings, 7) covering for sloped windows, 8) manual use of

movable window insulation, 9) fading of furniture, walls,

or coverings, 10) inadequate weatherstripping or caulking,.

11) excessive heat loss through aluminum windows, 12)

excessive glare, 13) high noise level, 14) rooms cool down

too fast, 15) excessive humidity, 16) lack of privacy, and

17) overheating. There were significant (p<.05) differences

in the occurrences of three problems: 1) coverings for

sloped windows (p=.0062), 2) excessive glare (p=.0469),

and 3) excessive humidity (p=.0371) between greenhouse and

non-greenhouse houses.

While Katz (1983) reported that more than 30 percent of

the respondents indicated a problem with coverings for sloped

windows, fewer (20.5 percent) respondents in this study

reported the problem. Greenhouse respondents significantly

(p=.0062) had more of a problem with coverings for sloped

windows than did non-greenhouse respondents. Since a green-

house is a glazed space along the south wall or roof of a

house that traps the heat of the sun and transmits it to the

inside of the house (The Hawkweed Group, 1980), a greenhouse

has a large sloped window. However, non-greenhouse houses,

direct gain and Trombe wall houses, do not have such large

sloped windows. Therefore, this problem may be more easily

avoided in non-greenhouse houses.
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Several previous researchers reported a problem with

excessive glare (see Table 1 of p. 21). In this study,

although few (16.2 percent) respondents reported a problem

with excessive glare, significantly (p..0469) more non-

greenhouse respondents had the problem. Previous researchers

who reported a problem with excessive glare did not point

out why and where the problem occurred. However, this study

indicated that the problem more frequently occurred in non-

greenhouse houses of which the majority included direct gain

systems. It is possible that this problem occurs when light

is only admitted to a room from one side.

As Sachs (1982) and Zentner (1983b) reported (Sachs:

15 percent; Zentner: 11 percent), few (10.8 percent) respond-

ents in this study had a problem with excessive humidity.

In study, the problem occurred only in greenhouse houses.

It is possible that a problem with excessive humidity more

frequently occurs in greenhouse houses because the occupants

likely put houseplants into the greenhouse compared to other

living spaces. Thus, the relatively higher humidity which

exists in the greenhouse is convected into the living area.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR FURTHER STUDY

Following the summary, the implications and recommend-

ations for futher study are discussed.

Summary

The purpose of this study was to clarify the relation-

ships between the performances, constraints, and problems

indentified by the respondents and the inclusion of each of

three types of passive solar systems: direct gain, Trombe

wall, or greenhouse, into the design of the house. This

study was designed to contribute information to four groups

of people: 1) educators and researchers concerned with

housing, 2) professionals in the housing industry, 3)

current and future occupants of solar houses, and 4)

cians when they consider housing programs and policies.

Objectives were: 1) to describe the respondents and

their houses, 2) to determine whether or not there are

relationships between performances and types of passive solar

system, 3) to determine whether or not there are relation-

ships between constraints and types of passive solar system,

and 4) to determine whether or not there are relationships

between problems and types of passive solar system.

Ninety-three null hypotheses were stated. The data for

the analyses were obtained from a survey, noninstrumented
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evaluation of passive solar houses by the occupants, "Post

Occupancy Evaluation of Passive Solar Homes in Oregon,"

conducted by Jeanette A. Brandt, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,

Oregon State University and Carol C. Herron, Energy Manage-

ment Consultant, American Enershare, Incorporated. By using

Class C data, it is less costly to evaluate each house, so

that a larger data base can be collected and aggregate

responses used to look at users' overall evaluations of the

houses (Brandt et al., 1982; Holland, 1982; Sachs, 1982).

The questionnaire was developed from previous research

done in passive solar post occupancy evaluation and in

housing in general. To create unbiased questions, the

faculty of the Oregon State University Survey Research Center

were utilized. The sample of 154 was selected from the

Oregon Department of Energy's list of applicants for resident-

ial passive solar tax credits who indicated that they would

be willing to be surveyed. The data were collected in 1982

employing a modified Dillman (1978) method for mail surveys.

The usable questionnaires were coded and key punched onto

computer cards and statistical analyses which included the

description of the sample testing and null hypotheses testing

were completed at the Milne Computer Center, Oregon State

University. Descriptive statistics, frequency distributions,

were utilized to describe the respondents. Three inferential

statistical tests were used in the analyses: the Mann-

Whitney test, the t-test, and the chi-square test. The

acceptance level for significance was p<.05, indicating that
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the probability of obtaining these differences by chance

alone is five percent or less. The Mann-Whitney test was

utilized to test relationships between preformances, const-

raints, and types of passive solar system. The t-test was

employed to analyze relationships between overall perform-

ances, overall constraints, and types of passive solar system.

The chi-square test was used to determine relationships

between problems and types of passive solar system.

Out of 154 mailed questionnaires, 93 usable question-

naires were returned, a completion rate of 60.4 percent.

The respondents were relatively young (median of 41 years)

and were mostly (72.0 percent) males. The majority (65.6

percent) of the respondents had four year college degrees.

Most (37.6 percent) respondents reported that two people

lived in the house. The median family income was in the

category of $30,000 through $39,999.

In a majority (51.7 percent) of the houses, combinations

of two systems had been included in the designs: direct gain

and Trombe wall (9.7 percent), direct gain and greenhouse

(39.8 percent), and Trombe wall and greenhouse (2.2 percent).

The majority (98.9 percent) of houses were detached single

family houses. Concrete was the most (67.9 percent) used

heat storage material. The median square footage was in the

category of 1500 through 1999 square feet. The majority

(63.4 percent) of the houses were located outside of the

city limits and most (55.9 percent) of them were built on

one acre or more of land. The majority (68.8 percent) of
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the houses were sited true south.

There were no significant (p<.05) differences in

performances scores between direct gain and non-direct gain

houses, between Trombe wall and non-Trombe wall houses, and

between greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses.

There were also no significant (p<.05) differences

in constraints scores between direct gain and non-direct

gain houses, between Trombe wall and non-Trombe wall houses,

and between greenhouse and non-greenhouse houses.

There were significant (p<.05) differences in the

occurrences of problems with: 1) coverings for sloped

windows (p=.0062), 2) excessive glare (p=.0469), and 3)

excessive humidity (p=.0371) between greenhouse and non-

greenhouse houses. Although few respondents reported these

problems, greenhouse respondents significantly had more

problems with 1) coverings for sloped windows (p=.0062)

and 2) excessive humidity (p=.0371); non-greenhouse respond-

ents significantly (p=.0469) had more of a problem with

excessive glare.

The results of this study are evidence that problems

are related to types of passive solar system. All the

relationships between the variables analyzed in this study

were hypothesized by the researcher in his Causal Model of

Hypothesized Influences on Performances, Constraints, and

Problems of Passive Solar System (see Figure 2 of p. 25).
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Implications

The description of the respondents, houses, and the

analyses of possible relationships between performances,

constraints, problems, and types of passive solar system

can be useful to four groups of professionals.

For educators and researchers concerned with housing,

the description of the respondents and their houses, the

null hypotheses findings, and the hypothesized causal model

created by the researcher will be beneficial. As Holland

(1982) and Sachs (1982) pointed out, there have been few

research studies of solar houses, which were constrained by

small sample sizes and little information about respondents

and their houses. The largest noninstrumented data sample

was 335 (Sachs, 1982; Sachs et al., 1982) and was chosen

from all over the United States. In this study, however,

the sample of 93 was chosen only from Oregon. When educators

and researchers examine the characteristics of passive solar

respondents and their houses from a geographical point of

view, the description of Oregon respondents, and their experi-

ence with passive solar systems will be very useful.

Katz (1983) suggested the necessity of investigating

performances and problems of passive solar houses. This

study investigated relationships between performances,

constraints, problems and categorized types of passive

solar system. The null hypotheses findings will be benefi-

cial for educators and researchers concerned with housing.
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McKown and Felter (1983) recommended the creation of

theoretical models. Because of the particularity of the

study, no theoretical models created by previous researchers

were suitable to this study. Thus, the Causal Model of

Hypothesized Influences on Performances, Constraints, and

Problems of Passive Solar System was created. In this

model, potential relationships between variables; environ-

ment; sources of information on passive solar houses; an

individual's selection of the type(s) of passive solar

system, types of system, and performances, constraints,

and problems with passive solar system are presented.

Educators and researchers can test potential relation-

ships between and among these variables. Thus, this model

will be useful to those who are concerned with housing.

For professionals in the housing industry, the descrip-

tion of the respondents and their houses and the null hypo-

theses findings will be beneficial. Architects, builders,

housing officials and planners will be able to make more

knowledgeable decisions about the future design and use of

passive solar houses.

Architects and builders can use the findings when they

plan to build passive solar houses. They can pay special

attention to the specific design problems of houses. They

will know that greenhouse respondents had significantly

more problems with 1) coverings for sloped windows and 2)

excessive humidity than did non-greenhouse respondents.

However, non-greenhouse respondents were significantly more
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likely to experience a problem with excessive glare.

Therefore, architects and builders need to pay attention to

the design of coverings and ventilation for greenhouse.

They would also be well advised to design windows for non-

greenhouse houses, most especially direct gain houses, to

avoid the problem of excessive glare.

For current and future occupants of solar houses, the

null hypotheses findings will be beneficial. Occupants will

know that passive solar houses perform very well. Therefore,

they will be encouraged in their decision to live in passive

solar houses. Although passive solar houses perform very

well, there are some problems. Future occupants of solar

houses will be aware of the problems, so that they can seek

ways to avoid them.

The description of the respondents and their houses and

the null hypotheses findings will be beneficial for politi-

cians when they consider laws affecting housing programs.

They will know not only the characteristics of passive solar

respondents in Oregon but also location of the houses, types

of houses, materials and type of passive soalr system used.

Politicians will also know that passive solar houses perform

very well. Therefore, they will be confident in favoring

policies which encourage renewable energy use such as

passive solar systems.

Recommendation for Further Study

I. In this study performances, constraints, and problems
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were examined by categorized types of passive solar system.

Each categorized system included not just one type of

passive solar heating method (e.g., pure direct gain only)

but also included combinations of other types of passive

solar heating method (e.g., direct gain included: 1) direct

gain and Trombe wall; 2) direct gain and greenhouse; and 3)

direct gain, Trombe wall, and greenhouse) because of limited

sample size (see Figure 1 on p. 14). It would be ideal to

analyze performances, constraints, and problems by each

single type of passive solar system (e.g., pure direct gain

vs. pure Trombe wall vs. pure greenhouse). Therefore, a

larger sample size is recommended for future studies.

2. The Causal Model of Hypothesized Influences on Perform-

ances, Constraints, and Problems of the Passive solar System,

was created by the researcher (see Figure 2 on p. 25). In

this study relationships between types of system and perform-

ances, constraints, and problems were examined. However,

relationships between the other variables: environment,

sources of information on passive solar house, and individual's

selection of the type(s) of passive solar system, were not

examined. Although some previous analysis of sources of

information has been completed, it would be meaningful to

analyze other possible relationships between the variables.

3. It is necessary to continue post occupancy evaluation

of passive solar houses for further design considerations

in the future.
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4. In this study, the significance level was set at p<.05.

Three null hypotheses were rejected at this level. However,

the significance level can be also set at p<.10 or p<.01.

The set of significance level depends on a researcher's

acceptability of error. If the significance level were set

at p<.10, the following null hypotheses would be rejected:

Performances between direct gain and non-direct gain
(Comparison Point) (p value)

Hol: effort and time required .0531

H04: internal noise level .0783

Performances between Trombe wall and non-Trombe wall
(Comparison Point) (p value)

H018: humidity control .0908

Constraints between direct gain and non-direct gain
(Comparison Point) (p value)

H032: floorplan .0632

Constraints between Trombe wall and non-Trombe wall
(Comparison Point) (p value)

H037: exterior design of house .0794

Problems between Trombe wall and non-Trombe wall
(Comparison Point) (p value)

H
o
62: condensation on windows .0657

H074: excessive humidity .0779

Problems between greenhouse and non-greenhouse
(Comparison Point) (p value)

H079: condensation on windows .0508

The variables which were tested in these eight null

hypotheses should receive attention in future studies.
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Appendix A

Questionnaire (utilized as variables)

P;CO/VE SOIAN FORKS

1. Were tne principal features of your passive solar home incluoed in the original design or
were they Installed after the nouse was built? (Circle one numer..

1 IN THE ORIGINAL DESIGN (Skip to Question 2)
2 INSTALLED AFTER HOUSE WAS BUILT

You have completed the questionnaire. Fleece return it to us in the eelf-
aod aaaaa d envelope so that you will not receive a follow-up questionnaire.
Thane you.

2. When you were in the market for your current home, did you start out looking for home or
designs of homes that incorporated passive solar design? (Circle one.)

1 YES, LOOKED FOR A SOLAR HOME
2 NO

3. Below is a list of passive solar systems that may be incorporated into the design of your
home. Fleece indicate .nether or not each system is incorporated into your hose's design.

Incorporated into
your home's desire.?

ax11±21 1.1=-1 1E?

a. Direct gain (interior sun space) 1 2

b. ?roo)* . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 2

c. Sun space or greennouse
d. Other (Write in)

1 2

1 2

4. For each source listed below that you used. please indicate whether or not you used this
and if you found the source to be very useful, somewhat useful, not very useful, or not
at all useful. Also indicate which sources, if any, you would rocommeno to friends doing
their first passive solar design.

Sources

Did you
use this
source? How useful was it?

Recommend
tc a

;j:LAEZ.--1'._

us no YERI'

SOME-
WHAT VERY

NOT NOT AT
ALL_ 11-1. Li

a. Books 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2

b. Magazines 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2

c. Newspaper 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2

d. Library reference material . 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2

li. Government publications 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2

f. Government agencies
g. Community college credit

class(es). , . . .

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

1 2

2

h. Adult education claes(es). . . . 1 2 2 3 4 2

i. Solar Seminars or conferences. . 1 2 1 2 3 4 2

3. Individuals. . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 1 2 3 4

B. Yellow pages 1 2
1

2 3 4

1. Passive solar homes 1 2 2 3 4

a. Nome Shows . . . . . .

r.. Workshops (By whom? Write in)
1

1

2

2

1 2

2

3

3

4

o. Other (Write in)

1 2 3 2

5. Below Is a list of some profeesionals who are sometimes involved in the design of new homes.
Please indicate wnetner or not.

a) you consulted with each about passive solar.
b) each suggested passive solar.
c) Now, for each person you consulted for passive solar please circle wheiner you thought

this person was very useful, somewnat useful, not very useful, or not at all useful.

5a 50 5c

Consulted?

professionals n
suggested? Now useful?

us NO
CCM-

VERY Kin_
NOT NOT
VERY AT

a. Architect 1 2 2 1 3

b. Builder 1 2 1 2 1 2 3

c. Engineer 1 2 1 1 2 3

O. Energy extension agent . 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 4

e. Real estate agent
f. Other (Write in)

1 2 1 2 1 2 3 4

1 2 2 3
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ifa. Belo. IS a 1,it of aspects i4u: 4.3a3Lia 44.1f home. Pesqe now .;a1.14:1e4 ar

disatisfieo jki are attn.

VERY SAT- ECNIEWHAT SiME:dtAT VERY DIS-

AJo4ct 17.FTE0 SA7:,F1E2 01ZSA'r!SFIL0 ZIT:7!ED

a. Energy savirds 1 2 7

b. Heat aistricution 1 :

4... Cooling distribution )

d. humidity control )

S. Exterior irsign .;f noise )

f. Comfort level. . . . . ....... l )

g. Jeneral maintenance requirements . .

n. Effort ard tome required in daily
. . i )

operation. . . . . . . . . ...... 1 2 7 4

i. Ferforaance of mecnanical components . . 1 2 ) 4

j. Floor plan 1 2 3 4

1. Internal noise level 1 2 ) u

1. Interior 'decorating 1 2 3 4

151. Please list below all aspects that you labeled in Question 15a an very diszatisfied .ith and
briefly describe your reasons for dissatisfaction.

Aspect (write letter
on lint) Rees.:- f:r

LETTER

LETTER

LETTER

LETTER

lti. Have you ever had problems with cverheatir4 in your prlaary living apace as a result of

the passive sofa: features of your nom.?

1 YES
2 NO (Skip to Question 17)

160. If you do have such probleas with overheating, please answer the folloring
questions in toe table oelcw.

a) For each season write down the average number of days per month In this
enen overneating occurs. If none. .rite '0'.

b) Please list the hours when the overneating usually occurs. Be oura to

leasar;

inoicate
...nether each time is a.a. or p.a.

c) ?Lame indicate MD overage outside Faranhelt temperature when overneating occurs.
d) Please inaicato the nuaber of hours of overneacir4.
0 Please indicate whether the rooms which overheat are room. exposed

;lase, other rooks with no southern glass, or both typos of roams..

1Oba Ibbb 16bd

Average Time in
nr. of onion over - Outside which rooms overheat?

days per fleeting tekper- How South Other Both

month It occurs? ature many ziass .cots

Sea3 on occurs ? A.M. F. U. f:CRSET, h:urs? lEs 12

1 2

1E2 21

1 2

YES NO

1 2a. Summar F

1. Pall 1 2 1 2 1 2

C. Winter 1 2 1 2 1 2

d. Spring P 1 Z 1 2 1 2

lbc. When your home overheats. how uncomfortable Is your housenold?

1 VERY UNCOMFORTABLE
2 SOMEWHAT UNCOMFORTABLE
3 SOMEWHAT COMFORTABLE
4 VERY COMFORTABLE

17. On the next page is a table listing several Sings of problems some people have axpeclencnd
in their ataCe that is related to the passive solar features of ones: .come.
For each proxies listed please fill out the table for questions 17a-17g.

17a. Please indicate whether or not you have experienced the problem. If 'yes' go on

with 170-17g. If no go cn to the next problea.

171. Circle the appropriate number in the taole to show whetter you feel the prods .as
very serious. somewnat serious, not very serious. or not at all serious.

17c. For each problem you experienced, circle the number to indicate whether or not you took
any action towards correcting the problem.

17d. If you had a builder for the passive solar features of your home. circle the number
to indicate .nether or not the ouilder took stopa to correct to. precise' or If it does
not apply.

17e. Fur each proolfa, please indicate anetner or not the proolem has no. been corrected
to 12HE satisfa:tioh.

17f. how, for thou problems that have net been corrected to your satisfaction. please

indicate whether the prooloa is now very serious, somewhat serious. not very serious.

or not at all serious.

17g. Please indicate whether or not you plan to tate any action in the future.



170-17g. Problems In the 'unary Llvtng Erect.

17s 17b 17c 17d 17e 17f 17g

Builder
RIIE7

Corrected
to yoor Plan

Ever SeriuuspessolIprohlem2 Took 78-K-I satin- Re .'r further
hod? -.SW- NOT NOT p cAlorg NoT /p0L2n2_

---B2.
Late- tan Wit"-- r..1107

Problem

a. Excessive glare

111--, 'JP

1 2

!LEI Wag VERY ALAI'.

1 2 3 4

ILL mi ILL VP gal
1 2 1 2 3

ILL tL,

2

MI !CAT

1 2

1ELI MAIL

3 4

ILL Y9

1 2

b. Excessive humidity 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 3

:

2 1 2 3 4 1 2

c. Condensation on windows 1 ? 1 2 3 4 1 2 I 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 2

d. Extreme temperature swings 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 I 2 3 I 2 3 2 3 4 1 2

e. Assurance of solar access 1 2 I 2 3 4 1 2 I 2 ) 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2

f. Nonresiliency of floors 1 2 1 2 3 I. 1 2 t 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 le 1 2

g. High noise levels 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 1 1 ? ) 4 1 2

h. Hardness of thermal walls 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 7

I. Rough texture of thermal walls 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 i, i.

3. Starkness of thermal walls I 2 1 ? 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 2 I 2 3 4 2

k. Nonresiliency of counters I 2 1 2 3 1: 2 1 2 3 2 I 3 2

I. Inadequate shadier by deciduous trees 1 2 1 2 3 4 I 2 3 1 2 3 h

m. Manual use GI movable window insulation . 1 .: I 2 3 u
1 2 ) I < 3 2

n. Inadequate movement of heat 1 : 1 2 ) 1 2 j 1 2 1

o. High windows or other glass areas cleaned 1 2 1 2 3 11 ) 2 1 2 1 c

p. Starnant odors 1 2 2 1 4 2 1 2 3 1 ? 1

q. Tedihg of furniture, walls, or coverihrc. 1 2 1 L 1 2
1 2 3 1 7 1 4 2

r. Luck of privacy 1 2 3 4 1 1 2 ) 3
h

S. FYCPS110"e drafts i 2 2 3 I. 1 2 1 2 3 1 1 3 4

t. Rooms cool do.n too fast 1 2 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 ) I 3
L 2

u. Not warm enough 1 2 2 3 4 2 i 2 j I 2 3 4

v. Inadequate weatherstripping or caulkihr 1 2 2 3 h 2 3 2 1 2 )
h 1

w. Excessive heat loos through aluminum windows. 1 2 3 Sc 2 1 2 3 I 2 3 4 1 2

x. Coverinrs for sloped windows

y. Restrictive huildinp codes

z. Other (Write In)

.

1 2

I 2

. I 2

3 1,

3 h

I 2 3 h 2

1 2 3

2 )

I 2 3

2

1 2

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

1 2

1

2
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Appendix B

Questionnaire (not used as varables)

Ca. Whe you were natio.: a decision about your massive solar home, was there any other informa-
tit' you would nave liked to have received from the people you ecneulted with that they were
urd'ie to provide?

1 YES
Describe

2 NO

bb. Please indicate whether or net each of the kinds of information listed below was provided
by these people. Also indicate the usefulness of the information that was provided.

Provided? Usefulness?

Information 112

CM:-
VEPY WHAT

NOT
VERY

Nn
AT ALL

a. Ext ected performance of the system 1 2 1 2 3 4

t. Maintenance of the system 1 2 1 2 3 4

c. Personal involvement with the system
d. Other (write in)

.

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

3

3

7a. Selo. is a list of factors that ray have influenced your decision tc have passive solar
features in tour home. Please irlicata if each factor was very important. eomewmat
important. not very Irrortant. or not at all important in your decision.

Imtortance?

Factors

SOME- OCT
VEPY h7AT vE7,

NOT
Al _1114,

a. Conserve national energy 1 2 3 4

t. Closer tc nature 1 2 3 4

c. Provide more comfortable environment 1 2 3 4

d. Save a creenhouse for indoor gardening /food production 1 2 3 4

e . Increase value of Mouse. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 1 2 3 4

f. Protect family against fuel shortages 1 2 3 4

p. Pursue booty interest 1 2 3 4

h. Use renewatle energy sources 1 2 3 4

i. Provide or attractive environment in which to live
j. Cost effectiveness of passive solar features (paytack

period). .
. . . . . ...

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

A. Save on fuel costs 1 2 3 4

I. Like exterior appearance 1 2 3 4

a. Prefer floor plan 1 2 3 4

n. Provide warm rooms without extra cost 1 2 3 4

o. Provide day lighting 1 2 3 4

7b. Of those factors you said were very important in amo above. please rank the three most
important features by letter. (Fut letter on line below.)

MOST IMPORTANT LETTZR

SECOND POST IMPORTANT LETTER

THIRD MOST IMPORTANT LETTER

6. All things considered, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your passive solar home?

1 VERY SATISFIED
2 SOMEWHAT SATISFIED
3 SOwEWHAT DISSATISFIED
u VERY DISSATISFIED

9. Who did the actual construction Cf your home's passive solar features? (Circle one.) Was it.

1 EUILLEF OP SUPCONTRACTOR
2 yourszLF
3 COMRINAT/ON
4 °THEP (write in)
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We. )(ext, we would like to 2st about how such energy it tsar :o run your how. in 1911. Please

answer as hest you can. If your bells toe haply. ,ney touid :w very helpful. (If you lived

in your none only durirg part of 1181. pt,ase put the nunher 'f nonth2 here) 1. Also

comment If the energy usage was rot typical of norntl hone usogs.

Approximate
Your rose amount used

LIE= 121....124/' `r ',Sir Tvricai of hone us re'

a. Electricity . 3 :GET Yll.,73ATT
HCLRS :CYMENT

b. Heating oil . . 3 ?lOST CALLOUS COMMENT

c. Wood 3 OOST r:OPOS CCM/COT

I. Natural gas . . 3 COST MAWS COMMENT

C. Other (Write in)

. I OOST 0101ENT
IN.Ite en
purchase

unit)

ICh. Which or the above including solar is your main souroe of energy for,

WATER KEATING?

SPACE HEATING?

11. Whether or Oct you have previously calculated energy savinge. we would Like to now ask you

about both estimated and anticipated energy savings. If your use of passive solar does not

apply to 000ling. enter '0'1: in the 'Cooling' column. If it does not apply to heating.

enter '0' 1 in the 'Heating' column. If you do not hest water with a passive or active
eolar energy system. enter '0".4 in the hot water column.

EPAILIA Coo.111A Not rater

a. When the solar features of your home were
designed, what percentage of your annual
heating and cooling needs did you exVect
thee to provide? I % 4

b. For the last year, what percentage of your
heating and tooling needs do you estimate
.ere supplied by solar? 1 S 4

c. Thinking ahead to next year. what percentage
of your heating and cooling needs do you
Sntidicate kiln& vsilld by the solar
features of your home/

12. Please indicate which of the following people, if any, showed you oalculatione of the

energy cost savings that you could expect to achieve from your passive solar features.

Also indicate if you wanted this information.

Person

Provided
daloulattors?

Wanted
Infcrnation?

t13 111 a
a. Architect 1 2 1 2

b. Builder I 2 I 2

c. Engineer 2 1 2

d. Energy extension agent 1 2 1 2

e. Real. 'State agent . ..... I 2 I 2

f. Did calculation yourself. .

g. Other (Write in)
. . 1 2 I 2

. . I 2 1 2

1). for the following items that you used to furnish your passive solar space. please indicate

whether or not you had adequate information for the one's you SeieCted.

Adequate
infornatI3n,

Choices 1.71 T2

a. Furniture design (bulky vs. airy) I 2

b. Window coverirgs I 2

c. Floor coverings I 2

d. Furniture coverings 1 2

e. Other (Write In)
. . 1

14. In the table below, please write in the type(s) of Insulation materials and amount of

insulation in the floor, walls. and ceiling.

Area Tyres of InsulatIon rateriale Amount of insulation

a. Floor
Inns

b. Walls
INCHES

c. Ceiling
ISMS



L7h. Of the problems in your pri-Ar7 living arace ;1-e-L7g;. leiect the -hr., problems that mere

of the greatest toncern arl inli-ate the letters -: :ht.,. problems on the lines oelow. Also

indicate the action tasen to correct each probiem.

Three problems of
greatest concern

LETTER

LETTER

LETTER

LETTER

Action ...sten

Ie. 54101. io a list of components which you may have and which may require manual operation.

Flease indicates

a) whether or not you have each component.
b) for those components that you have. Indicate their II value.

e) for those components that require manual operation. please indicate how convenient or

inconvenient you find any manual operation.
d) for each manual component that you have please Indicate -.nether or not you operate it as

often as you should for temperature control.

ida 13b lee led

19.

/csepALIerst

t5Z1'2.-
La

.

solar

12

2

2

2

2

2

1 2

features

R VALUE?

Man,a1 operation'

Operate
as often
as shc,Ill

IEFT
CCN-
vgN-
IENT

1

1

1

1.

1

1

.

1

1

raised.

5UXE-
WHAT wHAT vERy
CON- !Um.:N- I;-ZON-
YEN- ';EN-

_YT 1E1'7 :=NT

1

1

1

1

1

1

11

1

on

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

a. Interior movable win-
dow coverirge
ahade) . . . . . .

D. Interior movable rigid
insulation

c. Exterior movable sun-
screening device .

d. Exterior movable rigid
insulation

4. Insulative draperies
t. Reflector panel
g. Vents
h. Fans
I. Other (Writs in)

2 3

2 3

2 3

2
2 -1

2 3

2 )
2 3

2 3

lowered.

4

4

11

u
u
4
4
4

u

or had no effect
Do you think your home's passive
the value of your home?

have

l RAISED
How much? $ DOLLARS

2 LOWERED
How much? S DOLLARS

3 NO EFFECT
4 NOT SORE

20. If you financed your home purchase through a financial institution. do you think that the

passive solar aspects of your home had a positive. a negative. or no appreciable effect on

your ability to obtain financing? (Circle ono.)

1 POSITIVE EFFECT
2 NEOATIVE EFFECT
) 1.0 APFFECIABLE EFFECT
DON'T KNOW

5 DID NOT USE FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

21. Were any of the design or construction costs for your house directly subsidized by a grant

or contract from a federal agency or other agency or not?

1 YES, SUBSIDIZED
2 NO

22. Do you feel that you ;aid acre or less for your passive solar home than you would have paid

for a Similar home with no pensive solar features?

1 ROPE
2 LETS

23. What was the initial cost or market value of your home?
land.

COLLAFS

24. Is your home built one

1 A CITY LOT
2 ONE TO TWO ACRES OF LAND
3 THREE TO FILE ACRES OF LAND
4 MORE THAN FIVE ACRES OF LAND

Do include the cost of the lot or

102
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2fa. Where is your hone located?

29o. Is your home,

SIP COLE

1 INSIDE THE CITY LIMITS
2 OUTSIZE THE CITY LIMITS

26. Are y'u the first occupant of your home?

1 TES
2 NO

27. Is the home in which you live,

I OWNED SY YOU
2 OWNED IN ZONDOMINIUM BY YOU
) OWNED AS A ZERO LOT LINE Of fOU
4 RENTED BY YOU
5 OTHER (Write Ln)

2E. Which of the following best describes the building in which you Live?

1 ONE FAMILY HOUSE DETACHED. FROM ANT OTHER HOCSE

2 BUILDING FOR TWO FAMILIES (VERTICLE DURLEX)
) BUILDING FOR TWO FAMILIES (HORIZONTAL UFLEX)

4 BUILDING FOR THREE TO FTVE FAMILIES (RCWHOUSE)
5 BUILDING FOR SIX OR MORE FAMILIES (ROWHOGGE OR :TACKED)

6 OTHER (write in)

29. which of those broad categories best describes the
number of square feet In your home? Do

not include a garage. unfinished basement, or space
rented to members of another household.

Just your best estivate is fine.

1 LESS THAN 500 SQUARE FEET
2 500 THROUGH 999 SQUARE FEET

1.000 SQUARE FEET THROUGH 1.499 SQUARE FEET
1.500 IOUAAE FEET THROUGH 1.999 SQUARE FEET

5 2.000 SQUAFE FEET rvorlm 2,499
2.5.20 OR MORE SQUARE FEET

JO. How many rooms do you have in your home, Flease lo not count bathrooms, porches. balconies.

foyers, hails, half-rooms. or spate rented to other households.

NUMBER OF ROOMS

)1. As your home was sited on the Lot, your collection
of solar enerry was oriented toward the

sun. Is your passive eater system facing true south,
west of true south. or east of true

south?

t TRUE SOUTH
2 NEST OF TRUE SOUTH

How many degrees west? DECREES

) EAST OP TRUE SOUTH
Haw many degrees east? DECREES

)2. Was a sit. analysts for solar access lone before your home eta constructed?

1 YES
By khom?

2 NO

3). How many square feet of windows does yo,r home nay, in each direction? If your home has

no windows in any one direction. enter '7' square feet. Co not give footage for unattached

spaces.

North, SQUARE FEET

South, SQUARE FEET

SQUARE FEET

West. SQUARE FEET

)4. Please Indicate whether or not you used the following
materials to store your solar hest

and give the amount of this sass in cubic feet.

ntIss114 II2 22 AN)=t,

a. Concrete 1 2 CUBIC FEET

b. Brick or masonry . . 1 2 CUBIC FEET

c. Tile 1 2 CUBIC FEET

d. Rock or gravel . . . 1 2 CUBIC FEET

e. Water

f. Other (writ. in)
.

1

1

2 CUBIC FEE?

2 GCMG FEET
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)5a. Has tee mass been covered in any .aye.

1 YES. MASS HAS BEEN GOVEVEC
2 NO (Skip to Question )t)

),b. S has been covered.

)5c Please indicate whether or rot each item listed beLoe is .overirg the vas... For moss

item* that are covering the =ad. astImate tne p,r1.,ntao of the mass toot is revered.

1112

a. Carpeting

0. Rugs

o. Pion.res

3. wall paper

e. Light paint

f. Furniture

g. Sheet rocm

h. Otnar (Writ, in)

)6. Would you have chosen a house similar
have passive solar features?

t YES
2 NO

Cover:re -n4 ease,
NO

1 2 PERCENT

1 2 PERCENT

1 2 PERCENT

1 2 PERCENT

1 2 PERCENT

1 2 PERCENT

1 2
PERCENT

2 PERCENT

in design and appearance to this one if it did net

?leas answer these questions for yourself and yew' spouse ar other adult 1:ving par:nor

(if you have one).

laar 4ge,

YOURSELF
SPOUSE OR LIVING PARTNER

YEARS all= age, "EARS

)d. Your sox. 1 MALE
His/her sex. 1 MALE

2 FEMALE
2 FEMALE

39. Your usual .c:upaticn Men employed 4114hIs usual occupation even employed

(cr te(zre retirement,'
tor before retirement).

TITLE
TITLE

KIND OF WORK
KIND CF WORK

TYPE OP COMPANY
TYPE OF COMPANY

OR BUSINESS
CR BUSINESS

40. Your highest level of education.
Pis/her highest level of education.

1 SOME HIGH SCHOOL
2 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE

TRACE SCHOOL
4 SOME COLLEGE
5 TWO YEAR COLLEGE GRADUATE
5 POUR TEAR COLLEGE GRADUATE
7 SOME GRADUATE WORK
8 A GRADUATE DEGREE

41. Hoe many people are livtrg In your home?

PEOPLE

1 SOME HIGH SCHOOL
2 NIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
) 'MAZE SCHOOL
4 SORE COLLEGE
3 TWO YEAR CCLLEGE GRADUATE

FOUR YEAR CCLIECE GRADUATE
7 SOME GRADUATE WORK
i GRADUATE DEGREE

42. Please estimate the average nuecer of hours per
day (24 hours) that your hoes is occupied

aurtr14 too wool (Monday - Friday(.

HOURS

4). Which of these broad categorise describes your
total family income before taxes in 1981T

01 LESS THAN $20.000
02 $20,000 THRomm $29,999
0) 130.000 THROUGH 339.999

OM 840.000 THROUGH 349.999
05 $93400 THROUGH $59.999
CO 860.000 THROUGH $69.999
07 370,000 THROUGH 979.999

08 380.000 THROUGH $89.999
09 390,000 THROUGH 199.999
to Sico,aoo OR MORE

44. If there anything we say have overlocked? Please use this space for any additional

comments you would like 10 make about the design and/or passive Solar perfzrman:e of

your ham*.
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Appendix C

Sample size of three types of passive solar
utilized for null hypotheses testing

system

Type n (%) vs. Non-type n (%) Total

Direct Gain 79 85.1 vs. Non-direct Gain 14 15.2 100.3*

Trombe Wall 24 26.0 vs. Non-Trombe Wall 69 74.3 100.3*

Greenhouse 60 64.7 vs. Non-greenhouse 33 35.6 100.3*

*Total percentages may not equal 100.0 because of rounding.


